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Celebrating 68 Years In The Tampa Bay Area

SEE PAGE 18
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Nearlv 40,000 Men Accused 01 Shooting Victim
cast Ballots In Tax Fraud Worth Found In Street
Earll voting lickon Nearlv $2 Million
Critical
SEE PAGE 11
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WOMEN'S HEALTH ·
FORUM FEATURES
.~DAY OF PAMPERING'
Several organizations and
businesses came together to
offer the 6th Annual Day of
Pampering during a Women's
Health Forum. The free event
for women was held on Saturday, October 20, 2012 at the
University Area Community
Center. There were workshops,
free test screenings, referrals
and more. Among those in attendance were: Acquelyn Kindred, Tiffanie Gray, Heather
Evans, Wanda Wormack, Tenesha Smith and Barbara Wormack Mann. (Photograph by
BRUNSON)
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Special Event To Feature
People With Disabilities
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor

On Saturday, November
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~ 10, Hidden Treasures MinI- istries will ,present "Open
Our Treasures For Jesus, " a
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day of empowerment for
people with disabilities. The
event ~ll be hosted by
Chatequa Pinkston.
Ms. Pinkston, a native
of Lakeland, Florida, is an
example of God's power
being made perfect in weakness.
Born with cerebral palsy
and other birth defects, Ms.
Pinkston's life has always
been a challenge. Doctors
talked about death and retardation, but she said God said,
"Not so."
Ms. Pinkston has her
Bachelor's and Master's degrees in computer science
from the University of South
Florida, and is also a ordained minister.
Ms. Pinkston said she
founded Hidden Treasures
Ministries to demonstrate
God's endless love, and the
goal of the ministry is the
hope that people will find
purpose and plan of God for
their lives that have been

CHATEQUA PINKSTON

hidden from the beginning of
time.
The event on November
10th will feature a day of
worship, a free lunch, talent
sharing, and the discovery of
your gifts· and talents for
Jesus.
This is a free conference,
but attendees are asked to
register first at www.hiddentreasures-mjnistries.com.
The Kingdom Worship
Center, in c/o of Frank's Theater University Mall16 (First
Floor), is located at 12332
University Mall Court.
For more information
about this event, call (813)
410-2255·
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Parental Clothing Business
Fuels Desire To Design

(PIP lnswance Needed)

Service
Support

Help from the
beginning to the end.

• Spinallnjg'ies

Wondy Pierre Louis, a
Haitian native, grew up
watching his parents, Marie
Dessece Pierre Louis and
Cantave Pierre Louis in
their clothing business in
Haiti. Their work in the business fueled his desire to become a designer of clothing.
For nearly 3 years, he has
had a clothing line of tee
shirts for men and women,
most of which are a blend of
100% cotton. He also has
available for purchase on'line, duffle bags and purses,
shoulder bags, and a variety
of cover garments. Each
product is in a limited edition. His next signature items
will be a money clip and wallet.
Pierre Louis played
football at the cornerback
spot for the University of

WONDY PIERRE LOUIS

Florida under Head Coach
Urban Meyers. He earned
a degree in Psychology.
With that college connection he's able to return to
Gainesville and place his
wares in Wolfgang Clothing
Boutique. When the school
made ESPN's Game Day
show, he was there with his
specially-made Game Day
tank top.
Wondy moved from
Haiti to Naples in 2002 and

earned a scholarship to th e
University of Florida. He
connected with the New York
Giants as a free agent, but
ended up getting hurt, got cut
and then decided it was time
to pursue business. He also
had a season with the Tampa
Bay Storm.
Locally, he has a cousin,
Richard Clebert who is
helping to promote his clothing line.
Wondy says he's concentrating all of his efforts on expanding the business. He's
even looking into custommade suits and in Tampa
works with Darryl the Tailor.
"The clothing line is for
people who love fashion, love
to dress up and wouldn't
mind spending a little
money," he said.
Learn
more
about
W'ondy and the clothing line
at pierrelouis.com.

East Tampa Excited Over
Announcement 01 New StreetliUhls
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Black elected officials, and
neighborhood . associations,
have been pleading with the
City of Tampa officials for
years about the poor lighting
on streets in East Tampa
neighborhoods.
Last year, a poor lit street
resulted in the death of a
young woman, 27-year-old
Monica Alvarez, who was
six months pregnant when
she was hit from behind by a
car as she and a friend
pushed baby strollers along a
dark section of 43rd Street.
Her son, Angel, was delivered prematurely, but lived
less than an hour.
On Tuesday, October 23ro,
Mayor Bob Buckhorn an-

nounced an initiative to add
8,400 new streetlights in the
city over the next five years as
part of a collaboration with
TECO.
The City plans to spend
$2.2 million and increase the
number of streetlights by
nearly 30% above the current
total of 30,000.
This announcement was
especially pleasing for Essie
Sims, Chair of the East
Tampa Community Revitalization Partnership.
Sims said the new lights
will be a win-win situation for
them.
"We hope this will curtail
a lot of criminal activity and
make our communities safer
for residents to walk around
in at night.
"Now, we can redirect Tax

Increment Dollars (TIF) to
other priorities. We can look
at how we ean make our
parks more accessible, and
put in sidewalks."
As part of the new program, the city's transportation division will conduct a
annual citywide inventory of
streetlights. Lights that are
dim will be replaced. Tree
branches that block lights will
be trimmed .
New lights will be installed starting in January,
and will be targeted in areas
that have higher rates of
crime and car crashed, as well
as in the city's designated
community redevelopment
areas: East Tampa, Ybor City,
Tampa Heights, Drew Park,
Central Park, the Channel
District, and downtown.
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IR Kicks IH Multi-State Election Bus Tour
The American Federation of Teachers
(ATF) will kicked off the second leg of its
multi-state election bus tour. The bus tour
will begin on Wednesday, starting in Tampa,
with additional stops in Daytona Beach, Ormond Beach, Orlando, Miami, Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach.
It will continue next week with stops
across the Northeast. The ''Your-Vote-YourRight-Their-Futures" tour will build excitement around re-electing President Barack
Obama and other pro-worker candidates. It
will highlight the on-the-ground organizing,
volunteer mobilization, member-to-member
communication, and get-out-the-vote efforts.
AFT members will continue to engage in the

election efforts every day until the election.
On the Florida leg ofthe tour, AFT President Randi Weinbarten will be joined by
ATF Secretary-Treasurer Lorretta Johnson, local AFT leaders and members. They
will meet with community members, union
voiunteers and union members. They will
also participate in events in support of President Obama, Senator Bill Nelson, and
other candidates.
In Ormond Beach, Weingarten will visit
two elementary schools, and in Orlando, she
will meet with local teachers to discuss "Share
My Lesson," the online collection of teaching
resources created by the American Federation of Teachers and TES Connect.

Feature

Two Men Accused II Income Tax Refund
Fraud Worth Nearlv $2 Million
Two bay area men have
been charged in connection
with tax fraud in separate investigations. Both men are
being held in the Pinellas
County Jail.
According to court documents, on July 31, 2011,
Clearwater Police Department conducted a traffic
stop on the vehicle 23-yearold Carlos Oscar Johnson was driving. They
reportedly found five debit
cards believed to be related
to tax refund fraud and contacted an agent with the IRS.
The agent launched an
investigation and discovered
that Johnson and others
were allegedly involved in a
scheme to defraud the federal government.
The cards were reportedly loaded with tax refunds
from five different people.
Johnson had allegedly
made several purchases on
the cards, the court records
showed. Some of those purchases included airplane

CARLOS OSCAR
JOHNSON

tickets and a hotel stay at the
Bellagio in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The investigation also revealed that from about February 23, 2012 to October 2,
2012, at least 173 fraudulent
tax returns have been filed
from Johnson's residence.
Johnson is alleged to have
filed at least 42 · fraudulent
tax refunds during two stays
at a hotel. The 173 refunds
requested were valued at
$1.3 million in refund

LARRY LEE
NORTHERN, JR.

amounts. Johnson is accused of having filed more
than 200 fraudulent tax returns worth a total of $1.7
million. Johnson was arrested Friday.
In a separate investigation, police arrested Larry
Lee Northern, Jr., on October 22°d. He is also awaiting trial in the Pinellas
County Jail.
According to court documents, Northern, 28, is accused of theft from the

government and aggravated
identity theft. In November
2011, the Florida Highway
Patrol arrested Northern
after a traffic stop. At the
time of his arrest, he was
charged with possession of
marijuana.
During the search following the arrest, police found
two cell phones, 15 Green
Dot prepaid debit cards in
several names, and 17 Walmart MoneyGram gift cards.
Police confiscated corporate documents that contained personal information
of 32 clients of Optimum
Healthcare, Inc. Eight of the
cards had the same names
listed on the Optimum documents. Northern had never
been an employee of Optimum, the court document
stated.
After being read his
rights, Northern reportedly
told police that he was not
responsible for making the
prepaid debit cards, but a female asked him if he wanted

to make some extra money N
by delivering the cards. He ~
refused to provide any addi- N
tional information.
·
During a search of the vehicle, police discovered
$15,700 in cash and a laptop
computer.
The 2009 Dodge Challenger Northern was driving was still in the name of
the previous owner. When
contacted by police, the
seller said Northern had
paid him $2o,ooo for the vehicle.
Northern pleaded guilty
to the state charges of trafficking in counterfeit credit
cards and possession of
cannabis. He was sentenced
to 90 days in the Manatee
County Jail and scheduled
for a release date of October
19.
The income tax refunds
claimed on 154 returns totaled $121,642. Federal
agents arrested Northern
on federal charges on October22.
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The Wereth Eleven: Invisible
Black Soldl·er CasuaiUes
01 World War Tw0

P.o.F.:~d3~-r!.r:.,:~~~tl~1

ith so many lies, big lies, and half-lies swirling
around our eyes and ears like gnats during this 2012
election campaign, we decided to share several points of
factual information you should know while you continue
to consider who you should vote for.
Thanks to a phalanx of political fact-checks, the following is what we've come up with.
1. President Obama served the first 9 months in office
under the last budget developed by President Bush. Therefore, at least lf4 of that fiscal year's deficit was created before President Obama took office.
2. Since President Obama took office, America's debt to
China has been reduced over the past three years, and the
interest paid to China for the borrowed money has decreased since 2008. All of the debt created by u. s. wars in
Iraq and in Mghanistan was initiated by George W. Bush,
whom the Republicans never openly criticized for owing
money to China.
3· At least $8oo billion (nearly a trillion dollars) of the
present deficit is due to the stimulus program to avoid an
economic depression and the collapse of our economy
(saving the banking and auto industries and to save the
jobs of first responders, i.e. police and firefighters) and
teachers.
4· U. S. tax revenues dropped during the 2007-2009 recession and are even lower since then (a loss of $24 trillion
by end of 2012).
.
5· The unemployment rates in Ohio and ·Florida are
lower (more than 3% lower).
Therefore, we ask but one favor. Think before you vote.

Sometimes, the longer you
live, the more you discover
events and contributions by
Blacks who you never knew
and neither American History
nor Black History classes ever
covered. So, it is with my exposure to a World War Two
battle and event involving
Black soldiers and heroes that
I had never heard of before.
In all of our Veterans Day,
Memorial Day, Red Ball Express, Tuskegee Airmen, and
761•t Tank Battalion celebrations, no one ever mentioned
the names of William Edward Pritchett (Alabama),
James A. Stewart (West
Virginia), Mager Bradley
(Mississippi),
Due
W.
Turner (Arkansas), Curtis
Adams (South Carolina), .
Thomas J. Forte (Mess Sergeant), James Leatherwood (Mississippi), Robert
Green and Nathaniel
Moss.
Perhaps, Blacks from the
states of Mississippi, Alabama,
West
Virginia,
Arkansas, and South Carolina
had heard of these men. However, I doubt it, since no monument or buildings bear any
of their names.
I'm talking about eleven
Black soldiers who were part

.

Black soldiers. Rather than
fight, the soldiers surrendered.
The eleven soldiers were
taken to the edge of a field on
the Langer property, tortured, dismembered, shot,
and left in a ditch to be covered by heavy snow.
When Allied soldiers retook
the town of Wereth, two
months later, the soldiers' remains were recovered.
On their property, the
Langer family erected a cross
with the names of the eleven
soldiers as a small memorial
to the soldiers, and in 1994,
one of Langer's sons erected
a monument on the site.
In 2001, Belgians organized a permanent monument
to honor· the Wereth Eleven
and all Black soldiers involved
in WWII.
However, not until August
20, 2006 was a monument
dedicated in America to the
Wereth Eleven when veterans
with the Worcester, Massachusetts chapter of Veterans.
of the Battle of the Bulge at
the Winchendon Veterans
Memorial Cemetery.
Now that we all know about
the Wereth Eleven, they will
no longer be invisible, and we
will honor and celebrate them
all year long. May we continue
to pray for all our fallen heroes. Harambee.

Sentinel Picks For The 2012 Election
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e bought three dozen doughnuts for firefighters up
the street, bought several tasty treats for a customer
and his children, greeted people in the store whether they
w might vote for him or not, and for all to see, unleashed his
0
blinding smile. And that's what people who just happened
~ to be behind the counter or in front ·of the counter at
Krispy Kreme Doughnut Shop on Kennedy Boulevard will
0 talk about for the rest of their lives: the day that they stood
I.L close enough to smell Barack.Obama's cologne.
And how does one act when the President comes to
town? What does one say when he or she gets caught up in
a presidential motorcade that seems to stretch for miles
and last for hours? In case you didn't know, the most powerful man on the face of the earth visited Tampa, the other
day. It was by no means, the first time he'd come. For, as
presidential candidate both he and his enchanting wife
pumped flesh of would-be-voters throughout our city. And
at the end of the campaign season, having come to Tampa
had paid off. For, Barack Obama became America's newest
Commander--In-Chief.
But this time, things were different. Tall, regally thin
Black man stepped out of his long black limousine,
bounded into Krispy Kreme, and captured the hearts,
minds, and, maybe, even the votes of everyone in the
place. Most likely, few remembered if he was Black, white,
or green. But by far, they did recall what.kind of doughnut
he consumed.
John F. Kennedy visited Tampa. Bill Clinton came to
Tampa, too. And so did Barack Obama. And what did all
three have in common? Youthfulness is what they shared,
not simply the youthfulness of an individual, but the
~ boundlessness of a youthful, optimistic nation. Beyond the
w boredom of countless debates, our President came to
CJ Tampa. He ate a glazed doughnut. Ancl the rest was his~ tory.

of the segregated 333rd Field
Artillery Battalion (FAB), a
155 mm Howitzer unit that
landed in Normandy and was
involved .in the Battle of the
Bulge. The 333n1 participated
in the assault at Utah Beach
on June 29, 1944.
Later that year, the unit
was located near St. Vith, Belgium in the village of Schoenberg.
On December 16, 1944,
German artillery began
shelling the Schonberg area
where the 333rd units were
separated by the Our River
(service battery was west of
the river while the firing batteries [A, B, and C] were on
the east side of the river:) supporting the Army VII Corps
and especially the 106th Infantry Division.
As the Germans advanced
towards Schoenberg, the 333nl
FAB was ordered to move further west while the "C" Battery and Service Battery were
requested to remain in position to support the 14th Cavalry and to6th Division. These
units were soon overrun by
the Germans with most of the
men being killed or captured.
Unfortunately, eleven soldiers, carrying only two rifles
between them, became sepa-

walked cross-country through
h eavy SnOW tO t h e Sma11 V1·1
lage of Wereth ·
A
farmer,
Mathias
Langer, gave the men food,
and a place to hide. However,
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U.S. Representative
District 12
Jonathan Snow
U.S. Representative
District 11
Kathy Cast.o r
U.S. Representative
District 17

District 57
Bruce Barnett
District 58
Jose Vazquez

VoteYES
:
To RetainALLtheJus- 1
tices of the Supreme1
Court and District Court•
of Appeal Judges

District 59
Gail Gottieb

School Board
Carol Kurdell

District 62
Janet Cruz

Mayor Temple Terrace
Joe Chillura

District 63
Mark Danish
Sheriff
David Gee

William Bronson

Property Appraiser
Bob Henriquez

STATE RACES

Supervisor Of Elections
Craig Latimer

State Senator
District 24
Elizabeth Belcher
District 26
PaulaHouse
State Representative

I
I
I

County Commission
District 4
AI Higginbotham
County Commission
District 6
No
Recommendation

Amendments
Amendment 1 NO
Amendment 2 YES
Amendment 3 NO
Amendment 4 NO
Amendment 5 NO
Amendment 6 NO
Amendment 8 NO
Amendment 9 YES
Amendment1oYES
Amendment 11 YES
Amendment12YES
County •
Amendments
Amendment 1 YES
Amendment 2 YES
Amendment 3 NO
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Supreme Court Justices

Real Daddies Needed
Earlier this year my oldest
son became a father. The first
piece of advice I gave him following my congratulations
was, "marry the mother."
I told him not to make the
same mistakes his grandfather and I made. If he loved
his son, he would be there for
him on a day-to-day basis because raising kids from a distance just doesn't work.
There was a time when I
imagined giving this kind of
instruction wasn't necessary.
Children usually came after
the cutting of the wedding
cake. But, times have
changed. And the idea of two
people conceiving out of wedlock has been trending for
quite a minute now.
What has been lost in the
process is the overall benefits
children receive from having
their fathers actually living
under the same roof. When I
think about all of the friends
I had as a child, it seems as
though the ones who came
from two-parent households
had more success later in life
than those of us who never
knew where to send our Father's Day cards.
Granted, in some instances, uncles and stepfathers pick up the slack. But
even with the contribution
from these valuable father
figures, there is always something missing when the real
deal isn't around.
Some people like to point
to things like gang violence,
drugs and poverty as the
biggest problems facing the
Black community. But to me,
they're only symptoms of a
much larger issue. "Absentee
fatherism."
That is where the cancer
begins. The person who commits crime, uses or sells dope
or hasn't learned how to
man-age money properly is
probably the same person
who never had the one voice,
that they would listen to over
all others, giving them the

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

guidance they needed.
Don't get me wrong, I'm
not trying to give people an
excuse for failing by pulling
the "my daddy wasn't there"
card. But there is little denying the influence men can
have on their children when
they play an active role in
their lives.
As I look back at my own
life, I realize that it took me
40 years to learn certain
things about manhood that I
should have known 25 years
ago. I don't blame my father
for deciding to live his own
life. We are all programmed
to seek out what gives us true
happiness. But, to be honest,
sometimes I wonder how
much more I would have accomplished if I hadn't been
forced to spend so much time
learning through trial and
error.
This is why I often mention how much I admire men
like Richard Williams (father of Venus and Serena)
and Earl Woods (father of
Tiger). These are men who
dedicated their lives to ensuring that their offspring would
reach their full potential. And
the accomplishments of their
children proves how much
total commitment pays off in
the end.
Making a life? That is the
easy part. Being there to
grqom that life into becoming
the best it can be requires a
tremendous amount of work
and sacrifice. And like any
important task that calls for
enormous effort, if you're not
up to doing the heavy lifting,
you may not want to take on
the job in the first place.
Anyone wanting to contact Clarence Barr can
reach him at: Clarence
Barr, II, 43110-018; P. 0.
Box 7007; Marianna, FL
32447-7007. Reality On
Ice is © by the Florida
Sentinel Bulletin Publishing Company.
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Dear Readers of the
Florida Sentinel Bulletin:
We Floridians are in
immediate danger of losing the last and most important safeguard that
the individual citizen has
against the overwhelming
power of government,
special interest money,
and political machineryour independent and
nonpartisan
State
Supreme Court.
Most Florida residents
are unaware that on the
November 6th ballot is an
absolutely critical vote on
the issue of merit retention as it relates to three
of O\lr sitting Florida
Supreme Court justices.
Merit retention was
implemented
in
the
1970's, after a huge scandal and public outcry
about abuses that had occurred in the state courts
by judges who were
bribed and influenced by
politicians and the money
that finances them.
To combat the political
money machine, Florida
voters approved a constitutional amendment requiring the adoption of a
merit retention system
for all appellate judges.
Every six years Florida
appeals court judges and
Supreme Court justices
are placed on the voting
ballot in nonpartisan
elections that give voters
a chance to oust judges
who have somehow violated the judicial code of
being impartial or who
have become incompetent or unethical.
The sole purpose of
the merit retention system is to ensure citizens
that we have a vehicle in
place to preserve the integrity of our system of
laws and our Democratic
values.
Merit retention was
NEVER intended and is
NOT supposed to be a referendum on whether or
not the politicians, insUrance companies or big
businesses agree with a
particular judge's decisions. So long as that
judge is fair and impartial, he or she is serving in
all of our best interests
without being beholden
to any particular cause or
political or financial special interest group.
There is no room · in
our system of justice for
the members of the judiciary to have to consider
the political ramifications
of their judicial rulings.
To permit this would be
inimical to the integrity of
our justice system and ultimately destroy and sab-

otage its independence
and the protection for
each of us as citizens of
this state and this country.
This is your system as
well as mine, and I -ask
you to do what is necessary to preserve and protect it.
This
year,
three
Supreme Court justices:
Justice Pariente, Justice
Quince,
and
Justice
Lewis, are up for the standard "merit retention"
vote and have come
under vicious attack from
Governor Rick Scott and
his political money machirie. Scott sees this vote
as an opportunity to stack
the high Court with "special" judges of his own
choosing who Scott and
his politicos can expect to
vote their way on social
and legal issues.
Scott has recently unleashed an unprecedented series of attacks
on the three justices to try
and oust them from the
judicial system under the
pretext of merit retention. This is an absolute
perversion of the merit
retention process and
cannot be allowed, no
matter what your individual political beliefs. Our
courts MUST be allowed
to remain impartial and
the only duty that any
judge should owe is to the
Constitution.
Vote YES to retain all
three justices so they will
remain in office. Each of
the challenged justices:
Justice Pariente, Justice
Quince,
and
Justice
Lewis, are experienced,
respected jurists who
vote independently on the
cases that come before
them and are not dependent on the favor of any
one politician or political
party. The outcome of a
case is a rule oflaw, it is
not decided based on personal opinion or whether
any one of us likes a particular ruling or not - it is
the law based on our Constitution, and the application and protection of the
Constitution to .all citizens; this will all change
in the foreseeable future
if Governor Scott has his
way on Nov. 6th.
If successful, the three
embattled justices will be
removed and Rick Scott
will be given the right to
appoint three new justices of his very own
choosing, which will
allow him to pack the
· Court with judges who
support Scott's political
agenda without regard
for the impartial rule of

law.
If successful in the
Supreme Court, Scott's
next targets will no doubt
be the appellate 'and circuit court judges on the
local level, with whom the
Governor and his cronies
also do not agree.
Legislation is further
trying to politicize the judiciary by proposing a
change to Amendment 5
on the ballot. The summary is purposefully confusing and long, but
simply put, the proposed
amendment would allow
the state Senate the
power to confirm or deny
future justices to the
Florida Supreme Court,
taking away the current
process that is designed
to reduce partisan political influence in the judicial selection.
Rather than the current two-thirds vote, the
newly proposed Amendment 5 would allow the
Legislature to repeal
court rules by a simple
majority. There is a good
reason the state Constitution gives the Florida
Supreme Court the power
to make rules on the merits ofjustice - they are the
most familiar with courtrelated issues.
The merit retention
vote is our last and only
chance to safeguard our
court system and protect
ourselves from every
politician and special interest group who thinks
he or she can buy the
courts if they spend
enough money to protect
their business interest.
Let's work together to kill
the spirit of those who
seek to own it.
Vote "YES" to retain
each of the three justices
and "NO" to Amendment
5 on the upcoming election ballot. .
For more in-depth information and FAQ,
please visit Defend Justice from Politics and the
Florida Bar's website.
We ask you to be a
champion of this effort,
communicating with as
many people as you possibly can, utilizing any and
all outlets at your disposal - social media,
emails to your databases,
word-of-mouth, etc. - to
spread the word and educate, so that they may, in
turn, do the same.
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Fads Investigate
Phonv Leners warning
Florida Voters Thetre
llot Eligible To Vote
The FBI and U. S. Postal

Service inspectors are investigating bogus official-looking letters sent to voters in at
least 28 Florida counties
questioning their citizenship
and their eligibility to vote.
David Couvertier, a
spokesman for the FBI in
Tampa, said his office
opened up an investigation
into the possible attempt at
voter intimidation on
Wednesday after receiving
reports that eligible voters
throughout the state have
received the letters.
"We're taking it as a serious· situation," he said.
"We're looking at everything
from civil rights violations to
election fraud - to everything in between."
Chris Cate, a spokesman

for the Florida Secretary of
State's Office, said, "We
believe these letters appear
to meet the standard of voter
intimidation." Between so
and 100 such letters have
been reported to state officials so far, ";;m d those are
only the ones we know
about. We're encouraging
peop"le to come forward."
The fake letters , which
first started showing up last
Friday, have been sent under
the names of real Florida
county election supervisors
- with some correct contact
information - informing the
voters that the supervisors
have received "information"
about their citizenship status, "bringing into doubt
your eligibility as a registered voter."

President Obama
liclloi·Panv AHuge
Success
The kickoff party for supporters of President Barack
Obama went well at Ybor Square. (PHOTOS BY JULIA
JACKSON)

Ms. Prez and Ul' B were at
the ldekotJparty.

Sherri posed for this photo
at the kickoff party.
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WE NEED YOUI
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WHEN YOU THINK OF FOSTERING
THINK FAMILY ENRICHMENT CENTERI

·

SATURDAY CLASSES BEGIN ON NOVEMBER 10TH
EVENING CLASSES BEGIN ON NOVEMBER 5TH

CALL (813) 237-2530 X26 FOR DETAILS
GIVE A CHILD THE SAFE HOME THEY NEED

TODAYI

President Obama Treats
Firelighters To Doughnuts
Last Thursday Air Force One
touched down at Tampa
International . Airport.
President Barack Obama
came to Tampa to speak at ·
Centennial Park, in Ybor City.
Several Tampa residents
were on the tarmac to greet
President Obama. He spoke
and shook hands with U.S.
Congresswoman
Kathy
Castor, Tampa Mayor Bob
Buckhorn, Terri Berger,
Brad Ward, Fred Torney,
Carmen Schumacher,

Yemi Ogunsanya, Jimmy
Musgrove, Pam Betts, and
Jessica Hoyer.
After leaving the airport,
President Obama made two
stops before going to the park,
where about 9,000 people
were waitin_g to hear him
speak.
The first was at Krispy
Creme Doughnuts, 3113 W.
Kennedy Blvd. Although the
visit was a surprise to the
patrons, Presid~nt Obama
had pre-ordered.

Once inside, he greeted and
shook hands with the patrons.
His next stop was at Tampa
Fire Rescue Station No. 14,
1325 S. Church Avenue. He
then gave three dozen doughnuts to nearly two dozen firefighters on duty. He also
shook hands with each fire. fighter and expressed gratitude for all that they do.
The motorcade left the fire
station and headed I-275, and
on to Centennial Park, where
he arrived ahead of schedule.

Letter To The Editor

An Open Lener To
President Barack Obama
Dear Mr. President:

I do not pretend to have
a mastery of national pu~
lie affairs or of international relations. But as a
practicing civil rigbts and
labor attorn~y, I do know
something of character
and of human beings; and,
knowing character and
human beings, and after
having thoroughly read a
few of your biographies,
together with your handling of public affairs, I
cannot escape reaching
the inevita:hle conclusion
that you are a principled
man of high moral character.
You took two Ivy League
degrees -- first from
Columbia, and second,
from the Harvard Law
School -- and yet you
turned down lucrative
careers in law and business in order to fight for
the economically disenfranchised underdog.
You could have used
.frustration and disappointment in order to turn
your back on your father's
African people and your
African blood, and yet you ·
prdudly embrace the
African and African
American communities,
even despite all of their
difliculties and short-comings, and even when many
other African Americans
said that you are~ not
"Black enough."
I believe sincerely that
you have displayed heroism and courage over the
past four years -- crippled
by two foreign wars and
financial turmoll and economic recession from the
beginning. In better economic times, I do not
believe that you wduld
have been elected, because
naturally the party of the
incumbent has a significant advantage under sueh
circumstances.
This is true largely
because the economy
turned for the worse just
before the November 2008
Presidential Election. AU
of the "~ had to align,"

in order for your election
in 2008; and, as it were,
the hand of God moved,
and the unthinkable,
impossible
miracle
occurred: America elected
its first Black President.
For this, the whole nation
is worthy of praise and
gratitude.
I admit that I expected
much more negative reaction and retaliation
against you than what
actually occurred. Under
such a difficult set of economic and political circumstances, you have performed admirably. I disagree with your detractors
on both the left and the
right.
First, the AmeriCan political system was never
designed to provide equal
economic opportunity
among workers or equality
of political influence
among voters. You inherited
a
conservative
Democratic Party that had
been formed and shaped
by powerful interest-group
agendas that existed
decades before your nomination.
Pushing for a national
health care law early in
your
administration
was not unwise, because
your political capital coming out of the 2008
Presidential Election likely
would have been completely eroded had you
waited for a more convenient time beyond the
2010 midterm elections;
and no health care legislation would have ever been
enacted.
Your conduct of foreign
affairs
has
been
admirable. You have
increased
America's
stature, respect and stand. ing in the world. While I
am not jingoistic, I agree
with many Republican
viewpoints about
America's standing and
strength on the international stage; but I am confident in my assessment
that you have significantly
improved America,s internatioilal position.

I vehemently disagree
with our Republican
friends when it comes to
their assessment of the
national deficit, because
your four-year term
required immediate government action and government spending in
order to bolster a weakened economy fast slipping into another Great
Depression.
And whlle I have heard
your opponent ask, "What
is your plan for the next
four years?" I have never
heard a single Republican
advocate say with clarity
what
a · Republican
President would have
done differently over the
last four years. I have not
heard a single argument - seen no bar grafts or
charts -- showing how a
Republican administration would have reallocated government dollars and
resources differently, thus
resulting in a much faster
improvement in economic
conditions.
As a politically independent-minded voter, I have
carefully listened to my
friends in the Tea Party
and in the Republican
Party, but, like the Biblical
figure Pontius Pilate, I can
honestly say, "I find no
fault with this man! What
evil has he done?"
Many Americans thought
that we would never see an
African
American
President in our lifetimes.
But, you believed in the
decency and goodness of
the United States of
Ainerica, even despite the
narrow, sordid views of
many other Americans of
'all races, induding myself.
Like Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., you have taught
us how to believe in and to
love ourselves again.
·· Thank you for your leadership and selfless service
to our nation. •
Very Respectfully Yours,
RODERICK 0. FORD
Civil Rights/Labor
Attorney
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USF Graduate Commissioned As Second lieutenam ~
Arney C. Corson has been commissioned as a Second
Lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force. The commission came about
through the ROTC (Reserve Officer Training Corps) Program.
ROTC is an educational program designed to provide college
students an opportunity to become Air Force officers after completing military study courses and bachelor's degree requirements at a host college or university.

The program is the largest and oldest source of commissioned officers for the Air Force.
Lt. Corson is the daughter of William and Ginger Corson, of Portage Avenue, Tampa. She graduated from Florida
Virtual High School in 2007. She received a bachelor's degree
in
2012
from
the
University
of
South
Florida.

Soldiers Complete Basic Training

MR. HYDE PARK
Ced Robinson will be
39 on Oct. 30.

Army Pvt. Sean B. Geerholt has graduated from basic infantry training. He graduated from Fort Benning, in Columbus,
Georgia. He is the son of John and Michelle Geerholt, of
Tampa. He graduated in 2011 from Marchman Technical Education Center High School, in New Port Richey.
During the nine weeks of training, the soldiers received training in several areas including ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness,
and first aid.
,·
They are also trained in development of basic combat skills,
battlefield operations, tactics, and experiencing use of various
weapons and weapons defenses available to the infantry crew-
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Pvt. Christopher A. King-Parra graduated from the
Field Artillery Automated Tactical Data Systems Specialist Advanced Individual Training. He was stationed at Fort Sill, in
Lawton, Oklahoma.
Pvt. King-Parra is the son of Jason King, of Tampa, and
Rosangel Parra, ofColorado Springs, Colorado.
As a member of the field artillery team, the training he completed is designed to train soldiers as specialists to operate the
advanced field artillery tactical data systems for both cannon
and multiple launch rocket systems, ammunition handling techniques, and other areas of military training.

Bav Area Residents Complete Militarv Training
Five young adults from the Tampa Bay Area recently completed
basic military training. They graduated during a ceremony at Lackland Air Force Base, in San Antonio, Texas.
The Airmen completed an intensive, eight-week military program that provided training in military discipline, physical fitness,
and basic warfare principles.
The Airmen who complete the training course also earn four
credits toward an Associate in Applied Science degree through the
Community College of the Air Force.
Ainnan Matthew C. Altimari is the son of Mark and Lori
Altimari, of Tampa. He is a 2008 graduate of Robinson High
School.
Reserve Airman tst Class Candice S. Gootan is the daughter
of Cynthia Gootan, of Odessa. She is a 2003 graduate of Gaither

High School, and earned an Associate Degree from nut:suiJI
Community College in 2008.
Ainnan Andrew M. Haase is the son of Kelly Bergman,
of Tampa, and the nephew of Debbie Ritz, of Galveston, Indiana.
He is a 2011 graduate of Leto High School.
Reserve Ainnan Darron J. Hertler is the son of
Mininno and the brother of Ruth Rylee, both of Tampa. He is
2009 graduate of Alonso High School.
Ainnan John A. Mejia is the son of John Mejia, and
grandson of Bobby Jones, both ofTampa. He graduated from
P. Leto High School in 2011.
Airman Desiree A. Smith is the daughter of Wendy Kelly
of Dade City, and the granddaughter of Marion Smith, of
O'Lakes. She graduated from Chamberlain High School in 2007 .
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JUDICIAl POWER
The Court's no place for politics, but that's not stopping
Governor Rick Scott and his Republican Party from
attacking three fair and impartial Supreme Court Justices.
Lefs keep our Court independent. SAY NO TO RICK
SCOTT'S POWER GRAB!

JUSTICE

R. FRED

LEWIS

JUSTICE

BARBARAJ.

PA RIENTE

JUSTICE

PEGGY A.
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HOROSCOPES
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- Your mind is less into work
and more into enlightenment now. For three weeks, confident
productivity leaves time for introspection. Keep your dollars, and
study authors who inspire.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -You're out in public and
open for love. Provide for others. Treat them as you'd like to be
treated. Go ahead and try a new exotic dish. Learn something
new.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Find balance between sensitivity and reason, without one overpowering the other. Enjoy
romantic moments through most of tomorrow. The truth gets
revealed.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- You're entering a threeweek social" phase. Use your imagination and connections for
positive change. Communications could falter. Notice the bottleneck before you get stuck in it.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - You'll finally figure it out,
and it will be easier to advance than you imagine. Work with others to avoid conflicts later. New evidence threatens complacency.
Aries (Mar. 21-April19) - For the next few days, work out
the financial details and figure out ways to improve the bottom
line. Get the word out. Friends give you a boost.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Consider all possibilities.
Now you're a genius at everything that you commit yourself to.
And for about nine weeks, you're even good at financial planning. Repeat what you think you heard.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) - Communication with your
partner is more direct and helpful. Start by cleaning up old
messes. An older person meets you halfway.
·
Cancer (June 21-July 22)- It'll be easier to figure out the
job, now and for the next few weeks. Your priorities evolve or
drastically change. Keep everyone on the right track. Stash away
the surplus.
·
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - It's easier to make decisions now
and to express your love. Don't be afraid to ask for help, regardless. There's a turning point regarding a boss or employee.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Concentrate on your studies.
It's time to fix up your place and take it to the next level. No more
procrastinating! Others look to you for practical advice.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Deal with financial obligations
now, and consider higher values. Identify the potential for opportunity, and take action for success ..The resources are available.
·

Mr. and Mrs. Mack Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Grover Cusseaux and Darian Streeter at the Bay
Area Brotherhood Club Dinner.

Geraldine Streeter, Florine Shipman, Susie Baker and Ernestine Rogers attended the
Mitchell's soth wedding anniversary reception. ·
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BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL- Stephanie and Eric emotionally reminisce about their past 25 years together; Bill and
Z Brooke use every resource available to locate Katie; overwhelming guilt weighs heavily on Rick. Taylor returns home and finds
w an unexpected visitor seeking help; Liam and Steffy prepare to
U) embark on a romantic getaway, but Bill and Brooke hijack their
~ trip to search for Katie. Katie begins her new life on the run; Bill
~ and Brooke arrive in Colorado to search for Katie, and Brooke
0 attempts to comfort Bill; Liam and Steffy make the best of their
change in plans.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- John questions Bo about the real
reason behind his decision to leave the force; Rafe visits Caroline
after hearing the news about her situation; Victor expresses his
pride in Bo; Lucas tells Billie he thinks Will is making a mistake.
Daniel deClares his love for Jennifer; Bo and Caroline share
heartfelt good-byes with their loved ones; EJ tries to prove to
Sami that he's more accepting than Rafe; Marlena orders Sami
to quit her job with Kristen. EJ demands to know why Nicole
dropped the charges against Jennifer; Daniel resigns from his
job at the hospital; EJ listens to Kristen's offer to help him win
back Sami; Abe cheers up Kayla; a mysterious guest enters Kristen's hotel room.
GENERAL HOSPITAL - Connie pushes things too far.
early defends Todd to Sam. Olivia has a hallucination about
Heather. Trey tells Sonny he's willing to help commit Connie.
Just when Todd thought all of his secrets were safe, someone
comes back to haunt him. Sam has a reason to celebrate. Luke
shows up at Todd's wearing a familiar hockey mask. Port Charles
prepares for tricks and treats at the Haunted Star Halloween
party.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Victor blackniails Billy,
CD while Jack revels in his takeover of Newman Enterprises. Kevin's
w dreams of success crumble, while Neil and Harmony share a
CJ heartfelt goodbye. Sharon's secret could be revealed by Nick and
~ Noah, while Summer's behavior concerns Fen.
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Althea and Donald Taylor, Yvonne Crumbley, Patricia Teal, linda Webb and Luis Santos
attended the Florida State Fair together.

it

·These members of Zion Hill A. M. E. Church enjoyed Fellowship Day Services: Robert
Hurst, Jr., Jermaine Swain, Mark Mitchell, Randall Hurst, Robert Hurst, Sr., Carrie Hurst,
Daniel Swain, Laura Swain, Joy Felton and Carrie Lofton.
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Experience At local Ministrv
leaves Woman In Shock

Fall Festival

Tabernacle of Hope is
having its Annual Fall Festival on Saturday, November 3,
2012, 10 a. m. - 2 p. m. There
will be free food, clothing
give-away, bounce houses,
face painting and other fun
activities for children of all
ages.
There will be free diabetes, cholesterol and blood

pressure tests done by Tampa
General Hospital.
Tabernacle of Hope is located at 301 N. Rome Ave.,
Tampa (33606). If you need a
ride, please call (813) 2545260.

For more information, or
to give donations, please contact Pastor Kenneth Stewart at (813) 817-7288.

Praver Band To Celebrate
Members' Binhdavs
The City Wide Mission
Prayer Band will celebrate
members' birthdays on
Wednesday, October 31,
2012, 12 noon, at the Picadilly
Restaurant, 11810 N. Dale
Mabry Highway.
As a special treat for the
meeting, Maurice J. Jackson will do readings from his
new publication, Soul Sighs:
Rhythmic Kente Musings.
The group will be honoring B. J. Hayes, Queenie
Bowers, Alice Davis,
Annie Mae Massey and
Ruth Jefferson.
For additional information, please call Mary

MAURICE JACKSON
.•.Will do readings

Cochran, President, 813242-0007 or Ruth Jefferson,
Vice
President,
813-872-7001.

at

DENNADAY

"There were things going
on in the ministry I questioned, and I was told I was
attacking leadership. I was
subse'quently silenced for a
year and not allowed to participate in any help ministries.
"I feel God has given me
the strength to make this public, although people in leadership are offended. That's
when I wrote my book of healing, "Love One Another, How
To Grow Spiritually. "
Mrs. Day said although
she was silenced by the ministry, she couldn't keep running from her calling.
"I decided to send them a

"I wanted the world to
know if we loved one another;
we wouldn't hurt each other.
"There are a lot of things I
put in my book, and there are
some things I kept to myself,
because I didn't want to offend anyone."
Mrs. Day said she felt
pain when she wrote the letter
to the ministry, but it had to
be done.
· "That's when my deliverance came, and I didn't feel
burdened anymore.
"I'm sure I'll be writing
more books, because there are
so many things I want to say
that haven't been said before.
Mrs. Day said she was
raised a Baptist, and understands the doctrine of the
church.
"This understanding gives
me the wisdom and insight to
continue to do what my spirit
has led me to do."
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letter saying I forgave them, :::0
w
and moved on.
9
"Since 1989, if there is one N
thing I've learned, it's that I g
needed to be forgiving. "
N
Mrs. Day said her book
actually was the result of a
sermon she preached in

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Denna Day says she gave
her life to Christ October 25,
1989, and was baptized.
While she served in ministry
ofhelps in dance, choir, audio
tape, intercessory prayer and
the leader of a soul winning
team, she began to experience
competition and sabotage.
Mrs. Day has a Theology
Degree from Day Spring Theological Seminary in Panama
City, Florida and studied Behavioral Psychology with Argosy University in Tampa.
She's also completed an Associate of Science course in
Business Administration and
Management from Gulf Coast
Community College.
"In February 2008, I had
the opportunity to partake in
a sermon at a local ministry.
"For the past 10 years, I
have recruited for colleges
and universities in the admissions department and worked
in financial aid as well."
But, an experience she had
caused her to not want to be a
part of any ministry, although
she knew she had a calling in
her life.
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1-855-431-1609 • (TTY /TDD) 1-800-955-8770
7 days a week 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Oct. 15th to Feb. 14th • Monday - Friday 8 :00 a .m. - 8:00 p .m.
Outside dates mentioned • www.floridahealthcareplus.com
A Health Plan with a Medicare contract. The benefit information provided herein is a brief summary, not a comprehensive description of benefit.
For more information please contact the plan. Benefits, Formulary, Pharmacy network, premium and/or co-payments/co-insurance may change
on January 1st 2014. You must continue to pay your Part B premium. You may be able to get extra help to pay tor your prescription drug
premiums and costs. To see if you qualify for getting extra help, call 1-800-MEOICARE (1-800-633-4227) (TTY/TOO 1-877-486-2048) 24
hours a day, 7 days a week; The Social Security Office at 1-800-772-1213 between 7 am and 7 pm Monday through Friday TTY user should call
1-800-325-0778; or YOur State Medicaid Office. You can also contact Florida Healthcare Plus Customer Service Department at 1-866-988221 0, we are open 7 days a week Sam to 8pm October 15, 2012 until February 14, 2013 then Monday through Friday Sam to 8pm. (TTY/TOO
users should call 1-800-955-8770). This into is available tor free in other languages. contact Aorida Healthcare Plus for additional information.
• Limitations, copayments, and restrictions "!lay appl)t
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Grand Opening

Ed's Tables and Chairs, located on Columbus Dr., held its
Grand Opening September 29th. There was food, fun, music and
0 prizes for those in attendance.
~
Ed Gandy has been operating the table and chair business for
0 three years, from his home. The Grand Opening event was to celebrate his business opportunity to open an actual shop.
~
Currently employed as a manager with Tampa General Hospi.,_ tal, Gandy has been there for more than 20 years. He founded a
non-profit organization - Help One Reach One, Inc. - to teach life
skills, transitional methods, and host workshops and seminars.

0(.).,_

Men In Pink Fashion Show

Passion Productions presented "Men In Pink" on October 6th at the Cuban Club. The event was
in recognition of October as Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Proceeds from the show were donated to fight breast cancer. (Photographs by Frederick Harris)
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• Early _Voting For General Election

Oct. 27 - Nov. 3
Only 1 Week In Florida
• General Election

c!

Local

Nearlv40,000 Vote In
First2 Davs 01 Election

_s_ta_te--------------------------•m

Willie Garv And Team

File Muld-MilliOI Dollar

Discrimination Lawsuit

Town of Palm Beach
Comes Under Fire after
Police Officers are Sub-

jected to Anti-Semitic,
Racial and Ethnic Slurs
and Sexual Harassment
by Superiors

Old, young, White, Black, crippled, and walking. They all got up early Monday morning in spite of the
cool weather and stood in line at the C. Blythe Andrews, Jr. Public Ubrary to take advantage of Early Voting.

According to the Hillsborough County Supervisor of
Elections Office, nearly
40,000 people cast ballots in
two days. Early Voting began
on Saturday, October 27th,
and for the first time, voters
were able to cast ballots on
Sunday.
The Supervisor of Elections Office said 20,742 people voted on Saturday in
Hillsborough County. On
Sunday, the numbers were
slightly lower at 15,960. During the 2008 General Election, the two-day total was
16,946 votes.
On Saturday, the Jan Platt

Thineenth
CircuitJNC
Announces
Nominees
For Circuit
court vacancv

Library topped the list with
2,016 people casting ballots.
The Jimmie B. Keel Library
reported 1,879 people voted
at that location.
·
On Sunday, 2,045 people
voted at the Jimmie B. Keel
Library. The Jan Platt Library was second with 1,633
ballots cast.
The C. Blythe Andrews,
Jr., and West Tampa Libraries reported large voter
turnouts.
The Andrews Library

recorded 1,266 votes on Saturday and 1,163 on Sunday
for a total of 2,429 ballots
cast. In the 2008 General
Election, the library recorded
572 and 676 respectively for
a total of 1,248 votes.
The West Tampa Library
recorded 1,086 votes on Saturday and 521 on Sunday for
a total of 1,607 ballots cast. In
the 2008 General Election,
the library recorded 389 and
427 respectively for a total of
816votes.

STUART, FL- Prominent
trial attorney Willie Gary
along with his team of attorneys CK Homer, Victor
Swift and Marwan Porter,
filed a multi-million dollar
lawsuit on behalf of six Palm
Beach police officers who have
discrimination and sexual harassment complaints against
the town of Palm Beach. The
lawsuit was filed Thursday in
state court at the Palm Beach
County Courthouse. Individual complaints with the Equal
Employment Opportunities
Commission have also been
filed.
The plaintiffs include police
officer Jason Vega, who was
wrongfully demoted from sergeant and was the only Hispanic/minority supervisor.

~
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~

The other plaintiffs, Artemis ~
Saridakis, Levente
~
who was recently terminated; _..
Gilard Bockman,
N
Riley, and Marcus
allege discrimination
upon race, national origin,
gender, religiOUS nr1>t1>1~1>n
and sexual harassment in
lation of Federal Law.
The allegations outlined
the lawsuit include
officers making anti-~e:mrtlcl
remarks, racial and
slurs and inappropriate ::.c.11.uc:tu
gestures toward officers.
"Our law firm takes
allegations very seriously
will prosecute the claims
fullest extent,"
Gary. "These clients are
people WhOSe job iS tO nrf'lfPI'tl
and serve but who is nrt\t...•t- 1
ing their rights? No one
should have to work in an environment infected with racial .,
and ethnic bias. These are se- rrious claims and could expose ~
the Town of Palm Beach to i5
millions of dollars in dam- l>
en
ages," continued Gary.
m
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PUB Ll C NOTICE ' RENeWJNG A UCENSe? You CAN SKIP THE TRIP.
J!!
You may reneiN a d river liCenSe by lnt..-net or mall
~twe.n off~ viSlu. Skip-the-trip is for lieenM ~
a nd ~u-not for,._ licenses or nam. c hanges.
For online tioenM renewal, go to www.GoR-.com.

The 2012 Hillsborough County tax rol has been
delivered to the Tax Collector by the Property
Appraiser.
Collection of the 2012 Ad Valorem Taxes and Non-Ad
Valorem Assessments begins on November 1, 2012.

, . New Docu~~uiNinents v
F~r office v isit s, yoi.J !""U;t b nng In tpeellk: ~

proof feir ide n tlflco1lon,,soclal security num~r OJ\
res{d enlla) address. T.he · ~heckQst h ece includes so me
valid documents. For more docu~nt optlont. visit
www.GatherGoGet .com.

g

ldenttftc:.t~on: u.s. ctttz- .
Brtngone:
0 Certified U.S. birth certificate
0 Valid u.s. pa$Sport

0 Certlftcat e of naturallzati<>n
0 consular proof of birth abroad
•

Sodef. Security ......,._ ( if lssued)

Brlri9one:

Checks are made p a yable in U.S. Funds to :
Doug Belden, Tax Collector
PO Box 30012
Tampa, Florida 33630-3012
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·0
•
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SOcial security card
w-~ wrm

Payc~k

Downtown
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ftMiclefttilll
Bring two:
0

Payments may also be mode a t th e following Tax
Collector locations Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p .m .:
Brandon
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2211 N. Follcenburg Rd.
North of Windhorst Rd.

lJ

i5
~

601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 14th Aoor
County Center

North Tampa 3011 University Center Or., Ste. 150
Behind Baymont Inn
For more informat1on

BARBARA 1WINE THOMAS

The Thirteenth Circuit
Judicial Nominating Commission announces the following highly qualified
nominees have been sent to
the Governor for consideration. The vacancy was created by the resignation of
Judge Susan Sexton:
Robert A. Bauman,
Jack Nathan Gutman,
The
Honorable
Matthew C.
Lucas,
Samuel J. Salario, Jr.,
Rick Terrana and Barbara Twine-Thomas.

Plant City

1834 Jim Redmon Plc.wy.
Strawberry Plaza

and a complete list v1 s 1t
www.GatherGoGet .com

South County 3002 E. Colege Ave., Ruskin
Svn Point Shopping Center
West County 6283 W . Waters Ave.
Waters Crossing Shopping Center

Pay your bill anytime, anywhere ...
Tax Collector's office often you convenient payment options
• E-Check- A , . . . electronic payment from your checldriQ account

e Bit Pay - Pay onlne dlrec:1ty through your ftnanclallnstttutlon

Other payment options for current property taxes~ insk*llent and partial
payment plans. For more lnformatfon aboutfhese prog!Uii$, Wit OU'weblile or
~ vsat813-635-5200.

www.hlllstax.org
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Jazz At Ybor Citv Nightspot weekend At Old
Jazz is a popular musical trend at a Ybor City nightspot. Recently, Mr.
live to a very receptive audience. (Photos by Julia Jackso n)

Su~mers

performed

School Pub

Regulars gather at an old school pub for a weekend of fun
and laughter. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

Mr. Summers entertained the audience.
Lady Paulette Davis is dancing to the music.
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Tommy Denson at the

~ Ybor City nightspot for an

Mary and Rogeer Ribbitte enjoyed the relaxing atmosphere.

::) evening of jazz.
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Panv Time In Ybor Citv

On Friday nights, Ybor City still attracts a crowd of partygoers looking for a fun and safe night
(PHOTOS BY JULIA JACKSON)

W at Club Patron.

z
z

i=

.

w

Richard and Shayla at the Old School Pub.

Lisa knows how to have a
great time on Friday night.

Mike Fesser decided to
come out and check out the
scene on Friday nights in
YborCity.

Gerald Sr. and Gerald Jr. had a great father and son
evening.

. Tricia strikes a pose. ·

Kerrick Byrd listening to
the sounds.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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Entertainment

Alicia Kevs Buvs Eddie
MurphV's Mansion In NJ

Alicia Keys,
layed for months,
her
husband
but they're almost
Swizz
Beatz
there." When she
and their baby
closes, she'll buy
are mavin' on up
the two-acre lot be- into Eddie
hind the house, too.
Murphy's old
The mansion,
house.
known as Bubble
The R&B suHill,
comes
ALICIA KEYS
equipped with a
perstar has bought
the comedian's And SWIZZ BEATZ bowling alley, inEnglewood, NJ, property for
door pool, a private recorda cool $12M.
ing studio and multiple
"The closing has been demarble fireplaces.

Natina Reed 01 Blaaue And
'Bring It On' Fame Dead At 32
R&B
singer
Gwinnett Medical
Natina Reed, a
Center.
·member of the feIt's unclear why
male
group
Reed was in the
Blaque, was killed
road. Police say the
after being stuck by
driver wasn't at
a car in Atlanta.
fault and won't be
NATINAREED
Police said that
charged.
Reed, 32, was hit late Friday ·
Blaque's hits included
while in the roadway.
"8o8" and "Bring It All to
Police say the driver called
Me" in the late '90s. Reed
authorities for help, and
was also in the movie "Bring
someone tried to revive
It On," released in 2000.
Reed on the scene. She was
Reed would have turned
later pronounced dead at
33 on Sunday.

2 Chainz Educates Ex-Felons
On Gening Back Right To Vote
Rapper and exwoman registering
felon 2 Chainz
people to vote in a
has teamed up
mall during the
with the Respect
2008 presidential
My Vote! camelection.
paign to help eduHe admits in the
c
a
t
e
video that "after
. 2CHAINZ
disenfranchised
talking to her and
felons on how to get back
just doing my research, I retheir right to vote.
alized that you can vote
The "No Lie" rapper talks
again once you're a felon."
in a video about becoming a
While sharing that he is
felon at the age of 15 and
"confident in the leader that
thinking it was too late to
we have," 2 Chainz said
vote.
that it's just his personal
2 Chainz regained his
opinion, and that everyone's
right to vote after meeting a
opinion matters.

Madonna Booed For
Boosting Obama At Concert

Madonna
performs
during the MDNA Tour at
Yankee Stadium, Sept. 6,
2012 in New York City.
NEW
ORLEANS
Madonna drew boos and
triggered a walkout by several concertgoers after she

touted President Barack
Obama on her "MONA
Tour" in New Orleans.
The Material Girl asked
during Saturday night's performance: "Who's registered
to vote?" She added: "I don't
care who you vote for as long
as you vote for Obama."
Drawing boos in touting
Pres. Obama over Republican
Mitt
Romney,
Madonna followed: "Seriously, I don't care who you
vote for ... Do not take this
privilege for granted. Go
vote."

BuiuBanton
Asks Judge To
Reconsider Drug
Sentence

B uj u
Banton' s
new attorney
has
asked
a
f ederal
judge
in
BUJU
Tampa to·
BANTON
reconsider the 10-year prison
sentence the Jamaican reggae
singer is serving on two drug
charges.
Banton, whose real name
is Mark Myrie, is set to appear Tuesday in Tampa federal court for a re-sentencing
on a gun possession charge.
That charge carries an additional five-year prison sentence.
The motion filed last week
includes a letter to U.S. District Judge James Moody
from Banton's former attorney, David 0. Markus.
Markus
represented
Banton in the singer's two
trials in Tampa in 2010 and
2011. He says Banton is eli. gible for a reduced sentence
of five years and a day because he's a first-time, nonviolent offender with "the
support of his entire country"
and a history of charitable
works.

Roell N' Roll Hall
Of Fame Honors
Chuck Berrv

lil wavne Hospitalized
.And Released

Lil Wayne is
thanking fans who
prayed for him while
he was hospitalized
after a severe migraine
and dehydration.
The rapper's management team says
he's on "mandated LIL WAYNE

rest." The Blueprint
Group .said that Lil
Wayne was released
from the hospital and
will return to work soon.
Lil Wayne tweeted Saturday he's "good." He
says, "Thanx for all the
prayers!"
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Brandv Tops The Billboard
.Charts With Her New Album
Hard work has
ties, the album sold
paid
off
for:
64,700 copies in its
first week, placing it
Brandy,
whose
at#l on the R&B alnew album "Two
Eleven" made an
bums chart and #3 on
the Top 200 .
impressive debut
This
marks
on the Billboard
Brandy's first emercharts last week.
BRANDY
gence into the top ~ 10
After weeks of television ,appearances, promochart showing in the Top
tional
events,
and
200 since her 2004 album
"Afrodisiac."
additional press opportuni-

Rapper Allegedlv Beats
Woman In leaked Video
Chicago rapper
is Tavares Taylor,
Lil Reese, a friend
took to his Twitter account to defend himof rapper Chief
· Keef, is being met
self. He said the video
with a flood of critiwas recorded "years
ago" and blamed
cism after a video
shows him brutally
"broke and bored"
beating a woman.
haters for releasing it.
ULREFSE
The video shows
Chicago Police are
a woman asking a group of
not investigating the incident
because they don't know the
men to leave her home. She
victim's identity or when and
gets into an argument with
where the attack took place,
one of the men, who is susbut someone reportedly
pected to be the 19-year-old
Def Jam Recordings artist,
identified the woman in the
and he attacks her as she
video as a recent high school
screams and protests .
graduate living in the
Reese, whose real name
Chicago area.
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CLEVELAND, OH - Still
rocking at 86, music legend
Chuck Berry promised a
comeback Saturday with six
new songs, some written 16
years ago.
"And as soon as I can get
someone to guide me - and I
do know a little about the
business - I want to pusn .
them out," he said at the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum, which honored him
with an award and tribute
concert. "I'm going to come
back and push them out if
you know what I mean, somehow."
Berry, a rock pioneer with
early hits that included "Roll
Over Beethoven," "Sweet Little Sixteen" and "Johnny B.
Goode," wouldn't tip his hand
in detail about the new songs
or when they might be released.
"They might be old, but
they are the same type of
music that I have been playing," he said.
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Buccaneers' Eric Wright
Faces Suspension
For Adderall

ERIC WRIGHT

The
Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers this month lost
cornerback Aqib Talib to a
four-game NFL-imposed
suspension for Adderall use.
He might not be alone.
~
Bucs cornerback Eric
c Wright faces a similar
ii: four-game ban for using the
LL same substance, which vio~ lates the NFL's policy on'

performance-enhancing
drugs.
The NFL has yet to
announce an official punishment for Wright, but
losing the sixth-year veteran
would further weaken
Tampa Bay's secondary on a
defense that ranks 31st
against the pass.
We've seen a rash of
Adderall-related suspensions this season, and Bucs'
owner, Glazer emphasized
that some players take the
drug to cope with attention
deficit disorder.
If Wright is lost, cornerbacks
Brandon
McDonald and Myron
Lewis will see increased
snaps across from E.J.
Biggers, who has stepped
in for the exiled Talib. It's a
headache this young team
could do without.
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Leuendarv Boxing
Trainer Emanuel
Steward Dead At&B

EMANUEL STEWARD

DETROIT
Emanuel Steward, the
owner of the legendary
Kronk Gym and a trainer for
boxers including Thomas
Hearns,
Evander
Holyfield and Oscar De
La Hoya, died Thursday.
Hewas68.
Victoria Kirton,
Steward's executive assistant, said Steward died at
a Chicago hospital. She did
not disclose the cause of
death.
Steward trained, helped
train or managed some of
the greatest fighters of the
~ past 40 years out of the
~ Kronk, a dingy, overheated
e, basement gym that pro~ duced world champions like

Hearns, Sugar Ray
Leonard and Lennox
Lewis.
Steward, who was
inducted
into
the
International Boxing Hall of
Fame, also worked closely
with Lewis during his title
run, and current heavyweight
champion
Wladimir Klitschko as
recently as July. Klitschko
has trained recently
without Steward for his
fight against Mariusz
Wach next month in
Germany.
"His spirit is always
here," Klitschko said. "I
can hear his voice in sparring while doing things,
whispering in my ear. As the
famous saying goes, 'The
show must go on,' and that's
exactly the case."
Steward also worked
since 2001 as a boxing analyst for broadcaster HBO.
"Manny was a respected
colleague who taught us so
much not only about the
sweet science but also abopt
friendship and loyalty,"
HBO Sports President Ken
Hershman said. "His
energy, enthusiasm and
bright smile were a constant
presence. Ten bells do not
seem enough to mourn his
passing."

Pilar Sanllars
louslutln
DIVorce As Prenup
lllreemam Stanlls

DEION SANDERS

Deion Sanders has
. ended his marriage to Pilar
without having to give her
any of his money. The judge
ruled that the Sanders
prenuptial agreement was
valid, though Pilar argued
that some parts were forged
and that she was pressured to
sign the rest.
"It's greed. You signed a
contract. We had a prenuptial
and now you don't like the
terms of it, because of the
realization - it's over. Your
lifestyle will no longer be the
same way. It's greed,"
Sanders said.
Pilar responded back on
Twitter: "Do u even know
what GREED Means since u
couldn't even define the word
IGNORANT."
Pilar will reportedly
receive $1 million once the
divorce is final. Aside
from child support - which
Pilar is accusing Sanders of
not paying - that will be the
·last that she will see from
him in terms of money.

lawrence Tailor
Wins Caselver
Hotel Sex With Teen

TVrann Mathieu, Three
Other For01er LSU
Plavers Arrested
On Drug Charge
BATON ROUGE, La. Former LSU football standouts Tyrann Mathieu and
Jordan Jefferson were
among four ex-players
arrested Thursday after
police found them with
marijuana at Mathieu's
apartment, police said.
Lt. Don Kelly, a Baton
Rouge Police spokesman,
said officers were called to
the apartment complex
about 3:30 p.m. after receiving a complaint about a man
forcing his way through the
security gate before going to
Mathieu's apartment.
"Officers immediately
smelled a strong odor of
marijuana and obtained
consent from Mathieu to
search the apartment,"
Kelly said.
·
Inside they found
Jefferson and two other
men - Karnell Hatcher
and Derrick Bryant - as
well as a marijuana grinder,
digital scale and 10 bags of
high-grade marijuana.
Kelly said seven of the bags
were found inside Bryant's

bookbag.
Mathieu, 20, of New
Orleans, and Jefferson,
22, of St. Rose, La., were
booked into the East Baton
Rouge Parish Prison on
charges of simple possession
of
marijuana.
Hatcher, 22, of Delray
Beach, Fla., was booked
with second-offense simple
possession of marijuana and
Bryant,
22,
of
Lawrenceville, Ga., was
booked with possession
with intent to distribute
. marijuana.

Williams Finishe·s Oft
Year With WTA Title

LAWRENCE TAYLOR

NEW YORK - NFL Hall
of Farner Lawrence Taylor
has won a lawsuit that tried
to hold him accountable for
having sex with a 16-year-old
girl in a New York hotel
rooIt}.
The jury returned its verdict Friday after hearing testimony from the now-19year-old woman and Taylor.
Taylor gave a thumbs-up
to a friend in the spectator
area when the verdict was
announced.
·
The former New York
Giants linebacker acknowledged that he had sex in 2010
with a prostitute. He denied,
however, that he ignored
obvious signs she was a teen
runaway in distress.
The woman had claimed
that an abusive pimp forced
her to have sex with Taylor
for $300. She sued Taylo.r ,
seeking unspecified damages.
The encounter occurred in
a hotel room in Montebello,
just north of New York City.

TYRANN MATHIEU

SERENA WILLIAMS

ISTANBUL -Her year
filled with titles and trophies over, Serena
Williams can at last admit
it: This was a title she had
her eye on.
Not that any more evidence of her all-consuming,
powerful game was needed,
but Williams gave it anyway. She dismissed Maria
Sharapova 6-4, 6-3
Sunday to win the WT A
Championships for the third
time and finish the year
with another title, but not
the top ranking.

"Now that I can be honest, I really wanted to win,"
Williams said. "I wanted it
so bad, but I didn't want to
say it .... It was really important for me to end the year
with this title in particular."
Williams ended the year
with a 59-4 record and
seven titles. Since her firstround loss at the French
Open, she is 31-1, winning
Wimbledon, the Olympic
gold medal and the U.S.
Open.
The
31-year-old
Williams became the oldest player to capture the
year-end championships.
But she will finish the year
ranked No. 3, behind No. 1
Victoria Azarenka and
No.2 Sharapova, because
she did not play as well in
the first half of the year.
Azarenka
lost
to
Sharapova in the semifinals.
"I had such a good year, it
was important to end on a
good note," Williams said.
"It was good for my sanity
to win. I really wanted it
although I didn't need it."

Unable to work out an
extension with James
Harden, the Oklahoma
City Thunder traded the
Sixth Man of the Year to the
Houston Rockets on
Saturday night, breaking up
the young core of the
Western Conference champions.
The Thunder acquired
guards Kevin Martin and
Jeremy Lamb, two firstround picks and a secondround pick in the surprising
deal. Oklahoma City also
sent center Cole Aldrich
and forwards Daequan
Cook
and
Lazar
Hayward to Houston.
The Oct. 31 deadline to
extend Harden or allow
him to become a restricted
free agent next July had
been hanging over the
Thunder from the moment
they reported to training
camp.
"We wanted to sign

JAMES HARDEN

James to an extension, but
at the end of the day, these
situations have to work for
all those involved. Our own. ership group again showed
their commitment to the
organization with several
significant offers," Thunder
general manager Sam
Presti s.a id in a statement.
"We were unable to reach
a mutual agreement, and
therefore executed a trade

Tiger's Charge
Falls Just Shon In
Kuala lUDIPUr

TIGER WOODS

Tiger Woods closed with
a bogey-free, 8-under-par 63
Sunday and tied for fourth in
the CIMB Classic at The
MINES Resort and Golf Club
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
He finished with a 72-hole
score of 19-under 265, three
strokes behind winner Nick
Watney.
"I wanted to get to 20-plus
under," said Woods. "That
was the goal."

Playing in hot, humid conditions for the fourth-straight
day, Woods wasn't sure how
much weight he lost , but
knows he is lighter than when
he started the tournament.
"I'm on my last notch on
these pants and they're still
too big," Woods smiled.
· Had it not been for a tough
finish on Saturday, Tiger
would have been in the hunt
Sunday afternoon.
"The back nine is what cost
me a chance to win the tournament," he said. "I hit a
bunch of good shots. I just
had one bad stretch. Other
than that, I played really
well."
On Monday, Tiger will
compete against Rory
Mcllroy in a one-day exhibition match at Lake Jinsha
International Golf Club in
Zhengzhou, China. Woods
enters as the second-ranked
player in the world, while
Mcllroy is ranked No. 1.

• Early Voting For General Election
Oct. 27 - Nov. 3
Only 1 Week In Florida

• General Election - Nov. 6

that capitalized on the
opportunity to bdng in a
player of Kevin's caliber, a
young talent like Jeremy
and draft picks, which will
be important to our organizational goal of a sustainable team."
The
small-market
Thunder had already signed
Kevin Durant, Russell
Westbrook and Serge
Ibaka to long-term deals,
and apparently realized
Harden was going to want
a bigger salary than they
would offer.
The Thunder got back a
good scorer in Martin, who
}_las averaged 18-4 points in
his eight NBA seasons, and
a promising young player in
Lamb, the No. 12 pick in
the draft who helped
Connecticut win the 2011
NCAA championship. He
led Houston's summer
league team in scoring with
20 points per game.

Maule Johnson
sued Bv Former

Flight Anendant
Fir Wranutul

Tenalnadon

MAGIC JOHNSON

A lawsuit has been filed
against NBA Hall of Farner
Magic Johnson by his former flight attendant on his
private plane, Lanita
ThomaS.
The 45-year-old had been
employed by Johnson since
2004, but was recently let go
after arriving late to work.
Thomas is now suing,
claiming that the Los Angeles
Dodgers co-owner fired her
because he wanted a "substantially younger woman" to
service him in the air.
The former employee filed
a wrongful termination suit
in the L.A. County Superior
Court.
While admitting she was
late for work one day,
Thomas claims she was late
because she was picking up
fresh turkey meat for the former NBA superstar who
insists all flights be supplied
with only fresh snacks.
Johnson has yet to comment on the lawsuit.
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HANNAH ·
·Don't look now, but it seems the
requests to see Hannah again have been
granted. This young lady is proud to be our
Beauty UnUmlted feature, and has no problem showing .the entire world the kind of
. dynamic woman . she is. Hannah enjoys
being the focus of attention, but she's also
careful to never shut out the people close
to her. She says her confidence won't permit her to enjoy anything short of success,
and when it comes to being a professional,
Hannah worked that out a long time ago.
Hannah says the man in her life must first
of all, be able to keep up with her, while at
the same time not losing sight of his own
goals and ambitions. Congratulations to
Hannah as this week's Beauty Unlimited
feature.

My name ts Denna E. Day. author of the book,

"Love One Another: How to Grow Spiritually."
I participate in some local--outreaches in the community with
Revival Ministries International and we give food, gift cards,
clothes and meet the needs of low income families. Lives are
transformed and lost souls are saved.
I have a question: can you love the
My book will give you
preCJOaJs jewels on how to love the
un•ovaDie. I expfain how to eliminate the
OUntnniiOO and work together in harmony.
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Local
FamiiV Not Prepared For Woman's Sudden Death

Funeral
AI lEIS

FIIIERil HO E
Mr. Keith E. Mitchell,
Tampa.
Mrs. Beverly Moncur,
Tampa.

EVEBm-DEIB

&IIDUSIII
FIIIWlHI E
ELDER HERCULES
GILMORE, JR.
Elder Hercules Gilmore,
Jr., of 4645 3rd Avenue
South, passed away Tuesday,
October 23, 2012.
Funeral services will be
conducted Tuesday, October
30, 2012, at 11 a. m. at St.
John Cathedral, 3401 East
25th Avenue, pastor, Bishop
Eddie Newkirk, with Bishop
Steven Johnson, of Hallandale Beach, FL, officiating.
Interment will follow in San~ tee, South Carolina.
C
Elder Gilmore was a native
ii2 of Orangeburg, South Car·
U. olina, and a resident of St. Pee tersburg, FL, for 37 years.
Z
He attended Orangeburgc( Wilkerson High School in Or~ angeburg, South Carolina.
Q He was the Pastor of Divine
U) Worship House of God, loW cated at 3403 North 34th
~ Street. He was employed as a
>- longshoreman at Local Union
0::: 1402.
W
He was preceded in death
> by his loving mother, Margie
W Gilmore.
C
Lovingly referred to as Pas~ tor, Elder Gilmore leaves to
en cherish his memory: a de:; voted wife of 29 years, Evanm gelist Jo Ann Gilmore; son,
:l Andre'; grandson, Tabron
D. Young; a loving father, Her·
~ cules Gilmore, Sr., ofOrangetij burg, SC; brother, Michael
...J Gilmore (Zelma), of Spencer,
...J NC; sister-in-law, Bertha Mc:l Nair; 3 brothers-in-law, C. J.
£D Holloway (Doris), Preston
uj Taylor and Louis Holloway;
z and a host of other relatives,
i= as well as a loving church
z family.
W The remains reposed from
en 4-7 p. m., Monday, October
c( 29, 2012, at Ray Williams Fu9 neral Home, 301 N. Howa.r d
0::: Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to

gu,. RAY WILLIAMS

Ms. Evelyn Louise Scott,
Atlanta, GA.

IllES
FUIIERIL HIME
Mrs. Ora Lee Bryant,
Tampa.
Mrs. Hildreth Winston,
Tampa.

HAIMOII
FIIEIIlHIME
Miss Quanda Lashae
Henry, Tampa.
Mr. Alvin McDaniels,
Tampa.
Miss Malayah Tylai Nobles, Tampa.
Ms. Wendy Williams,
Thonotosassa.

BIY Wllliii1S
FIIIEIIliO E
Elder Hercules Gilmore,
Jr., St. Petersburg, FL.
Ms. Adrienne Porter,
Brandon, FL.
Mr. Andrew Richardson,
Wesley Chapel, FL.

WILSII
Rlllllll IE
Mr. Ian Ricky Allen,
Tampa .
Mr. Douglas Edge, Jr.,
Tampa.
Mr. Andrew A. Floyd, Jr.,
Tampa.
Mr. Curtis C. Moore, Sr.,
Tampa.
Mr. Waymon Saffore,
Tampa.

FUNERAL

HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com

" Our Business Is Service"
3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350 • (813) 248-6125
.wilson-funeralhome.oom

Wendy Williams was
not unJike a lot people today.
Although she had no real
medical problems, like most
working women, she was depressed because of all the demands on her life, and never
having enough time to take
care of everything.
On October 21st, the 38year-old mother of 3 passed
away to the shock of her
mother, children, sister, and
other family members.
Ms. Williams was a
telemarketer, and spent all of

WENDY WILLIAMS

her spare time with her family. Sadly, she never got the
chance to see her only grandchild, as she passed on the
day of her grandchild's baby
shower.
Family members are asking for help with expenses for
services in honor of Ms.
Williams. A service has
been formerly planned for
November 10th.
Anyone who wants to help
this family should contact
Harmon's Funeral Home at
(813) 626-86oo.

National

.California lan Hanus Obama
EHiuv As Halloween Decoration
The Secret ,Service visited a ·
man earlier this week in
Moreno Valley, Ca1ifomia, who
hung an effigy of President
Barack Obama on his front
lawn.
Eddie Million said it was
not a threat, but an attempt to
make his home look "scary" for
the upcoming Halloween season.
"I started thinking how bad
it looked, and I took it down
immediately," Million said
after being questioned by Se·
cret Service agents on Tuesday.
"If I had it to do all over again,

done it. It was not meant to offend anybody. It was just supposed to be a decoration."
Million's neighbors were

upset by his choice of decoration. They questioned his
views on race and the president. Million insists that it
was for his not-so-annual Halloween party: "We decorate big
... A noose is scary. It's Hal·
loween. We have zombies in
the back - figures, ghosts,
zombies."
"[The Secret Service] said
that (incident) could have been
construed as a threat to the
president," Million said.
"They said my name is going to
be on file. They said they're
just going to make a note ... "

President Oba10a Upstaged
IV Kissing Students
It's rare that the President of
the United States gets upstaged
in a photo op, but a couple of
adorable students from tbe
Daughter of Zion Jr. Academy in
Delray Beach, FL accomplished
just that.
While President Obama
posed for pictures with the kids,
a boy kissing the girl next to him
on the cheek in the back row re·
ally stole the sbow.
President Obama's motor~
cade was driving by the bleacher
full of students after making' a
campaign stop when he unexpectedly got out for a few photos.
Unaware of the pint-size romance going on behind them,

L....;h:~i:~ Barack Obama poses with students from Daughter of
Zion Junior Academy after a campaign rally at the Delray Beach
Tennis Club, October 23, 2012 in Delray Beach, Florida.
the president and everyone else
The super cute photo grabbed
seem to be smiling at the camso much attention, Twitter
dubbed it "photooftheday."
era.

AP Poll: us Maioritv Harbor
Preiudice Against Blacks
WASHINGTON - Racial
attitudes have not improved
in the four years since the
United States elected its first
Black President, an Associated Press poll finds, as a
slight majority of Americans
now express prejudice toward
blacks whether they recognize
those feelings or not.
Those views could cost
President Barack Obama
votes as he tries for re-election, the survey found, though

the effects are mitigated by
some Anlericans' more favorable views of Blacks.
Racial prejudice has increased slightly since 2008
whether those feelings were
measured using questions
that explicitly asked respondents about racist attitudes,
or through an experimental
test that measured implicit
views toward race without
asking questions about that
topic directly.

In all, 51 percent of Anlericans now express explicit
anti-Bl.ack attitudes, compared with 48 percent in a
similar 2008 survey. When
measured by an impliCit racial
attitudes test, the number of
Anlericans· with anti-black
sentiments jumped to 56 percent, up from 49 percent during the last presidential
election. In both tests, the
share of Anlericans expressing pro-Black attitudes fell.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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Millions Brace As
New York President Obama Asked ~
'Franllenstorm' Predicted
Times
To Show ID As He Earlv ~

To Devastate East coast

Endorses
Baracll
ObamaFor
President

~

Votes In Chicago

~

~

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the

New York Times editorial
beard endorsed President
Barack Obama for presi-

SHIP BOTTOM, NJ - Forget distinctions like tropical
storm or hurricane. Don't get
fixated on a particular track.
Wherever it hits, the behemoth
storm plodding up the East
Coast will afflict a third of the
country with sheets of rain,
high winds and heavy snow,
say officials who warned millions in coastal areas to get out
of the way.
"We're looking at impact of
greater than 50 to 60 million
people," said Lou is Uccellini, head of environmental
prediction for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

As Hurricane Sandy trekked
north from the Caribbean where it left nearly five dozen
dead - to meet two other powerful winter storms, experts
said it didn't matter how
strong the storm was when it
hit land: The rare hybrid storm
.that follows will cause havoc
over 8oo miles from the East
Coast to the Great Lakes.
Governors from North Carolina, where steady rains were
whipped by gusting winds Saturday night, to Conn.ecticut declared states of emergency.
Delaware ordered mandatory
evacuations for coastal communities by 8 p.m. Sunday.

dent this weekend.
.
The venerable newspaper
applauded the president's role
in rescuing the U.· S. economy
and passing health care reUS President Barack Obama and an unidentified man take part
form while slamming Repub· in early voting October 25, 2012 at the Martin Luther King Commulican Mitt Romney for nity Center in Chicago.
linking up with ultraconserva"I very much appreciate
President
Bar ack
tive forces that control the Republican Party and embraced Obama on Thursday became ' everybody here," the President said at the early voting
their policies, including reck- the first U.S. president to cast
site. "It's good to be home
less budget cuts and 30-year- an early vote in person. He
back in the neighborhood."
old, discredited trickle-down also became the first president to hear the words: "I
But the most famous man
ideas."
in the _world still had to prove
The editorial added that need an I.D."
who he was.
The president flew home to
Ro mney "has gotten this far
An early voting official
with a guile that allows him to Chicago's Kenwood neighborlooked at the president and
say whatever he thinks an au- hood to cast his early ballot.
smiled: "I need an I. D."
Democrats are encouraging
dience wants to hear."
That was met with laughThe newspaper endorsed their supporters to vote early,
ter, including from Pres.
Pres. Obama in 2008, and to avoid the long lines and poObama, who then joke<l
has backed Democrats in tential voter I.D. hang-ups on
Election Day.
about his license photo.
every election since 1960.
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Younu Man-Killed
At Drew Park Club

CORNEUUS DIX

>
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Tampa Police Homicide
detectives are investigating
the murder of a man at a
Drew Park club.
According to police, at 2:52
a. m. Monday, two men were
shot during a disturbance at
Flash Dancers, 4202 West
Cayuga Street.
Police said Cornelius Dix,
26, was pronounced dead at
the scene, and a second man,
Jose Ortiz, 20, was hospitalized in serious condition.
Detectives have not released
any suspect information or
motive in the shooting, and
are. still actively investigating
the incident.
Mary Dix, the victim's
mother,
and
Peggy
Broadnax, the victim's aunt,
said they preached to
Cornelius all the time about
how dangerous it is going out
these days.
"We told him Saturday
night, and now this," said Ms.

en
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Broadnax.
"Cornelius was really trying to get his life back together. That's what he cared about
more than anything."
Cornelius Dix has two siblings, and was the youngest
son of Dwight and Mary
Dix.
"We were always concerned
about some of the places he'd
go to sometimes," said Ms.
Broadnax.
"His mother was always
worried about the company he
kept, especially when it was
someone who wasn't Black.
But when you're young, they
don't listen."
Mrs. Dix said her son loved
cookouts, because that gave
him the opportunity to do
what he loved the most, and
that's being around his family.
"I hear all the time what
happens to our young men,
and they are becoming an
endangered species."
Mrs. Dix said Cornelius
left the house with a Hispanic
guy who would sometimes call
her momma, and it wasn't the
guy who was shot with him.
"As far as we know, Ortiz or
the guy he left here with
might have been the target.
The guy he left the house with
could have called to tell us
what happened, instead of
me getting a call at work. We
still haven't heard from him."
Mrs. Dix said they want to
know exactly what happened
that cost Cornelius his life.
"This is a time when I'm
glad we're a close family, and
can draw together for
strength, "
said
Ms .
Broadnax.
"I'll als9 bet anyone this had
something to do with an incident that wasn't worth taking
someone's life."
Harmon's Funeral Home is
assisting the family with
arrangements at this time.

Shooting Victim
Found In Street

Critical

warrant Issued For Man's
Arrest In Wile's Murder

CHRISTOPHER BELCHER

... Warrant Issued On
Murder Charge

Last Friday, the Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office
announced that detectives
JETT GILMORE
have issued a warrant for the
arrest of a Tampa man. He is
Tampa Police were called _ accused of murdering his wife
to the Ashford Place
and setting her car afire.
Apartments, 10610 North
According to police ,
Christopher
Keith
30th Street, at 9 p. m.
Belcher, 43, is being
Saturday night on a report
charg~d with second-degree
of shots fired.
murder in connection with
When officers arrived,
the death of his wife, Mrs . .
they found Jett T.
Gwendolyn Hill Belcher.
Gilmore, 26, lying in the
In September, the Hillsbostreet, conscious; but not
rough County Medical
responsive. He was airlifted
Examiner's Office positively
to a local hospital and is
identified the skeletal
reported to be in critical
remains discovered in a car
that had been set afire as
condition.
Mrs. Belcher.
Detectives are investigatMrs. Belcher's family
ing the incident to deterreported
her missing arou_n d
mine what led up to the .
4:30
p.m.,
on Sunday,
shooting. Anyone with
September 16th.
information is asked to call
During the course of the
(813) 231-6130.
interviews, deputies learned
that on . the night of

Man Charged With
Sex Abuse On Child
Under12

MRS. GWENDOLYN
BELCHER

September 15, Christopher
Keith Belcher had gone to a
birthday party.
When Belcher returned
home, he and Mrs. Belcher
allegedly became engaged in
a verbal confrontation that
turned physical. About two
hours after the missing person's report was filed, other
deputies responded to Taylor
Road and Pruett Road in reference to a burned vehicle.
After arriving at the scene,
police determined that the
2000 Nissan Maxima
belonged to Mrs. Belcher
and the car contained human
skeletal remains.
Deputies arrested Belcher
the following day, Monday,
September 17l:h, and charged
him with domestic violence.
The charge was later
dropped.
. Belcher had not been
arrested at press time.

Couple Arrested For
Possession 01 Child
Pornouraphv
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SAVOY FREEBOURNE

MAXWELLASUBONfENG

ADJOAASUBONfENG

ST. PETERSBURG - The
Pinellas County Sheriff's
Office _reports that an 18year-old man has been
charged with molesting a
child under 12 several times
over the course of four
months.
Savoy Freebourne is
charged with five counts of
sexual battery on a child
acquaintance, deputies said.
Freebourne was arrested Friday night and is being
held at the Pinellas County
Jail. Deputies · said the
abuse started at the end of
July.

On October 25th, Hillsborough County Sheriff's
deputies were called to
Florida Hospital, 3100 East
Fletcher Avenue, on a report
of a complaint that an
employee had child pornography on his cell phone. Deputies said Maxwell
Asubonteng, 28, admitted
·having a video that depict~d a
boy, approximately 4 years
old, and a girl, approximately
11, engaged in sexual-activities.
Deputies said Maxwell
told them he got the video
from his wife, Adjoa
Asubonteng, 28, and
showed it to 3 co-workers and

sent it to others through his
cell phone:
Adjoa Asubonteng
arrived at the Special
Investigations Divisioh and
reportedly gave detectives her
cell phone and consented for
them to look for the video. A
search of the phone showed
that Mrs. Asubonteng was
also in possession of the same
video. Detectives learned
Mrs. Asubonteng has sent,
through her cell phone, the
video to two other people.
Both Maxwell and Adjoa
were charged with possession
of child pornography and distribution of child pornography.

Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing will be held by the Land Use Hearing Officer,
pursuant to Hillsborough County Land Development Code,
beginning at 9:00 A.M., November 13, 2012, at the Board Room,
2nd Floor of the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd. , Tampa, to
hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal
descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file
maintained by the Development Services Department and the
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested
persons wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this
matter must submit same to the Hearing Master at the public
hearing before him/her. The decision of the Land Use Hearing
Officer will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen(15) working days
after the conclusion of the public hearing.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY
DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE LAND USE
HEARING OFFICER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING
ANY MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC
HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY
WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR
SUCH PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A
VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT
WILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON
WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be
obtained by calling the Development Services Department
at (813) 272-5920.
VARIANCE REQUESTS
Petition VAR 12-0849-NWH, James K. & Mercedes R. Tierney
requesting a Variance to accessory dwelling requirements for
property located at 12407 Twin Branch Acres Rd ., zoned ASC-1.
Petition VAR 12-0862-RV, Realty Income . Properties 6, LLC
requesting a Sign Variance for property located at SE cnr of US
Hwy 301 & Bloomingdale Ave., zoned PD.
Petition VAR 12-0867-GPR, Centex Homes requesting a Variance
to wetland setback for property located at 4627 & 4633 Chatterton
Way, zoned PD.
Petition VAR 12-0872-GCN, Albert Kim , Jr. requesting a Variance
to fence height requirements for property located at 3206 Handy
Rd ., zoned RSC-4.

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
PROJECTS REQUIRING PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL
AND ENGINEERING SERVICES
The SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, Florida, announces that professional
architectural and engineering services will be required for the following projects and continuing
requirements:

Site

Description

Start

Construction
Complete

Budget

Trapnell

HVAC Renovation

Jun 2013

Aug 2013

$2,621 ,784

Continuing Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Services for projects up to $2 million construction
cost.
Any applicant interested in providing the required services shall make application by submission of
the materials prescribed in the Project Information Packet.

0

The Project Information Packet, additional project information, and the weights associated with
each qualification and evaluation criteria can be obtained by contacting the School District's Construction
Office at (813) 272-4112 or via the Internet through either the District's Vendor Bid system or
at http://168.254.1.35/aspmenu/news_J)ages/2012·13_Projects/OO-Index.htm.

tn

All materials must be submitted to the Hillsborough County Public Schools Procurement Department,
3rd Floor, 901 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33602 by 3:00p.m. on November 8, 2012.
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
MARYELLEN ELlA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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Apartment
2 Bedroom/ 1 Bath
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Home

Section 8 Accepted
(813) 453-0123

Temple Terrace
River Oaks

2230 East Emma Street
Section 8 Ok

1 Bedroom Condo

5 Bedroom/2 Bath

Washer/Dryer Included

New Home, Custom Tile

Covered Parking

Ceiling Fans, Fenced

Gated Community

Laundry Room

$685.00/Monthly

WOH , CHA
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Stainless Steel Appliances
Call (813) 264-5464
(813) 265-2328 Evenings

$250,000 Per Year

~

m

Deposit ·

EMPLOYMENT

::D

:J:

4 Bedroom/1 Bath , CA/H ,

II

.,r

(813) 758-2289

USF Area Townhouse
Section 8 Accepted

Working From Home
Don't Believe It

2 Bedroom/2¥.! Bath

Don't Call!!!

Includes: Washer, Dryer
Dishwasher And Water

Call Andre

$850.00/Monthly

(813} ~95-5272

Plus Deposit
(813) 379-1000

Drivers:
Local, Great Pay
And Benefits
Home Every Day
Paid HolidaysNacation
401K
COL-A w/X End
School Grads Accepted
866-358-3937

I IIIli
CONTACT LAVORA

@

{813) 248-1921

FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

ondo - Pond View
Near Busch
1 Bedroom/1 Bath ·
$600.00/Monthly
Gated Community
Swimming Pool, Laundry
Water And Sewer Included
(813) 390-4169

Contact LaVora @
Fax To: (813}
8
Or Email: ledwards@ftsentinel.com
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8605 Tidewater Trail

Studio Apartment
For Rent

4 Bedroom/1 Y2 Bath
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up,
Central Heat And Air

Water, Elecfr'ic
And Cable Included

Section 8 Welcome

1 Month Rent
Plus Deposit

Call (813) 727-6782

Section 8 Welcome

on Section 8?

Call (813) 236-2395

We Have The Houses
For You

1411 & 1413 E. Mohawk
Newly Remodeled
Courtyard Apartments
1 And 2 Bedrooms

Call Now At
813.309.9988

Quiet And Peaceful
No Application Fee
Section 8 Welcome

And Ask For Myra
Sulphur Springs

{813) 774-1044

Large
3 And 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
. Fenced, CHA
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Move - In Special
1st Month 1f2 Off

$850.00/Monthly
Or $1 ,000.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted

Very Spacious
2 Bedroom/2 Bath

(813) 503-5321

$625.00/Monthly
$300.00 Move-In Fee
AIC, New Tile/Carpet

50th/Columbus Area

Call {813) 298-2499

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

~
w
>
w
c
w

Central H/A
WID Hook-up
$750.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

en

Call {813) 526-6099

CD
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First Month Free
$50.00 Moves You In

:::)

Excellent Rental
History Required
Newly Remodeled

w
z
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath
House
With Carport
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Busch Gardens
USF Areas
Bad Credit? OK!
Free Application

Section 8
Vouchers Welcome

Water/Trash Included!!!

813-915-9787

0 Deposit Required
Section 8 Only

Ybor City

Newly Remodeled
Duplex ·

3 Bedroom

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Apartments

Upstairs Apartment

$199.00 Move-In Special
1 And 2 Bedrooms

$595.00/Monthly

Ready Immediately
Clean And Beautiful

Available Now
For Immediate Move
Section 8 Welcome

CHA AndWSG

ONLINE

Call (813) 917-4386

http://assuredpropertycare. web.oom

{813) 506-3603

First Month Rent Free
$50.00 Moves You In
Excellent Rental History

Contact Us At
{813) 971-5254

II

First Months
Rent FREE
$50.00 Moves You In

2 Bedrooml1 Bath
$550.001Monthly
Includes Water
Two Months FREE

4005 North 34th St. #A
$550.00/Monthly

With $600.001Security

Including Water

813-971.0341

{813) 238-6353

APTS. FOR RENT

Like New

CHECK US OUT

$600.001Deposit

Se Habla Espanol

7008 N. Palmetto Lane

,. www
. facebook com,.f lsentmelb

3606112 North 15th Street

Now Leasing
Cinnamon Cove

SENIOR APARTMENTS

Call Harold
813-293-2677

Call813 610-4518

Call 813-244-4551

AFFORDABLE, INDEPENDENT

WID Hook-Up
Fenced Yard
$1, 175.001Monthly
Section 8 Welcomed

$800.00/Monthly

1 Bedroom - Tile Floors

{813) 238-6353

Central A/C, Tile Floors,
Refrigerator, Range

3 Bedrooml1 Bath
Central AIC And More
2336 West Spruce Street

Central Air, Ceiling Fans
$525.001Monthly

MAKE YOUR HOME AT TAMPA N.A.P.F.E. TOWERS

4 Bedrooml2 Bath
Block House

2 And 3 Bedrooms
From $750.00
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee

3620 Machado
$650.00/Monthly

~

West Tampa Area

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace

NO DEPOSIT!

Excellent Rental History
Required
Good Neighbors
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
Central A/C

University Area
12301 North 11th Street

:J:

::i

DUPLEXES

I
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APTS. FOR RENT

APPLICATIONS CURRENTLY BEING ACCEPTED
11113 N. NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMAPA, FL 33612
813-977-1663
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED NEAR
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION, GROCERY STORES,
SHOPPING CENTERS,
FLEA MARKETS, RESTAURANTS
PLEASE CONTACT OUR LEASING CENTER
TTY/TOO: 711
813-977-1663
OR VISIT
11_113 N. NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33612

DUPLEXES
North Tampa
2 Bedrooml1 Bath Duplex
$600.001Monthly
$500.001Security Each
Call {813) 363-8094

Burglar Bars
3023-B North 48th Street
$575.00/Monthly
{813) 238-6353
Nice And Quiet 2/1
Duplex

Includes Water

Off Nebraska Avenue
North Of Busch
Central Air And Heat
Ceramic Tile, Fenced Yar-d
Section 8 And
SSIWelcome
Rent $575.00
Deposit $350.00

813-695-8718

{954) 30Q-1002

New Duplex For Rent
32151h North 49th Street
Apartment #0
2/1 - Highland Pines
Only $595.00

WID Hook-up

I

II

Required
2 Bedrooml1 Bath
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Large 1 Bedroom

University Area Room

Room For Rent

Duplex
AIC All Appliances

Furnished - CHA, Cable
Washer/Dryer

Included

Must Be Drug Free

$450.00/Monthly

And Employed
Drive By
2707 27th Street
For More Information

$100.00/Deposit
Call (813) 293-1090

Paternity Test

Junk Cars

Electric, Water

We Come To You!

We Buy Junk Cars,

And Cable Included

Results In 3 Days

Trucks And Vans

A Quiet Place
To Come Home To
Comfortable, Secure

Older Male Preferred
All Utilities And

Laundry Hook-Up

CH/A, Ceramic Tile

Cable Included
Call (813) 217-2462

$600.00/Monthly

Cable And Telephone

Water, Sewage, Garbage

5 Minutes From Downtown

Included

Available Now

Call {813) 967-6168

(813) 245-7009

Top Dollar For

(813) 928-2753
www.dlmservicesusa.com

Trucks, Vans And Cars
With Or Without Title

Now Servicing Nationwide

Running Or Not 24/7

1-888-651-5777

SSI Or Fixed Income
Older Persons Preferred

1807 East 139th Street

Room For Rent
Ybor Area

Cable, W/D

II

All Utilities Included

No Job Too Big Or Small

Water, Sewage, Garbage

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

No Drugs

Fast And Reasonable

$600.00/Monthly

$75.00/Deposit

$400.00/Deposit

$100.00 And Up Weekly

Call (813) 385-2298

{813) 317-9872

(813) 516-1811

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Near Playground, WDH

A/C And Cable
$350.00/Monthly

$650.00/Monthly

New Wood Floors
Includes Utilities And Cable

Plus Deposit
Water Included
(813) 254-4916

II BEDS FOR SALE II II
Bunk Beds

Belmont Heights
Estate Area

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath

Private Home

Duplex

Fenced Yard

Burglar Bars

All Utilities Paid

Fence~ln Yard

Monthly Income Only

$650.00/Rent

$400.00/Monthly

Deposit Required

$200.00/Deposit
Tony(813)47~96

(813) 886-6397

$150.00
$60.00
$65.00

Queen

$75.00
$100.00 & Up

Call (813) 310-G991

1 Week FREE
Rooms For Rent
In Quiet Building At
2913 North 15th Street
Tampa
Stop By Or Call Henry
(813) 727-Q151

I

II CARPET CLEANING I
Affordable carpet
Cleaning
Deep Scrub

Busch Gardens

Ca$h

Large $125.00
Small $110.00
Weekly Plus Deposit
Furnished
Must Be Employed Or
Receiving Benefits
No Drugs/Smokers
Christian Woman Preferred

ASAP (813) 484-6757

II DONAnoN Reauesrll

INSURANCE

II

Running Or Not
With Or Without Title 24/7
{813) 695-2438

I Am

am Holmes

If You Help I Will

WWW.FlSENTINEl.COM

Give Back Two Fold

www.facebook.axn/Rsentinel• www.twitter.com/Rsentinelb

P.O. Box 311654

{813) 359-3890
· Tampa, FL 33680
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Small Business
*Health *Pre-Existing OK
*Life *Final Expense
*Cobra Alternative And More
We'll Shop For Best Deal!
USA Benefits Group
855-807-8669

r-

Top Dollar For
Trucks, Vans
And Cars
With Or Without Title
Running Or Not 24/7
Call(813)344-4444

For Cars, Trucks

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LAVORA

0 (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
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And Vans
Free Hauling
Lost Title OK
Call (813) 626-5733
Or {813) 924-6255
God Bless

ICATION DEADLINES
Edition •Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition •Monday @12:00 P.M.

To Start A Church
In Atlanta, GA

0

::IJ

aJ

Individual, Families,

The Spirit Is Leading Me

To Save Souls.

"11

r-

c:
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88Years Old
(813) 466-5003
(727) 709-2789

Up To $1 ,500.00

(813) 285-4674

CASH

$55.00 Flat Rate

ROOMS FOR RENT

We Pay""'Ji P"

Need Anordable
Insurance?

Twin

King
Belmont Heights
Section 8 Only

Call (813) no-7188
Now!!

Vans, Motorcycles

Full
(813) 209-3289

Need Money?
We Pay Top Dollar

For Cars, Trucks

Beds

N

Trucks And Vans

Construction, Garbage

Queen Beds

Furnished Room

N

We Pay More For VB's

Furniture, Tree Debris
Or Anything Else

1516 Columbus Drive

...

For All Cars

All Junk Removal

A/C, Cable, Phone

Owner Pays

5:J

Call (813) 344-4444

HAULING

Full Kitchen
$400.00/Monthly

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Duplex

sulphur Springs
1Oth StreetJEsklm~

II

DLM-DNA Testing Services

II

Furnished

::IJ

w

24-Hour Service

Nice Room For Rent

Concrete Block Duplex

Large 2 Bedroorn/1 Bath

m

Monday - Saturday

8511 N. seminole Ave.

See!!

Call (813) 784-8339

Payment Plans

For Detailed Information

· aJ

Q

Legal Or Personal Testing

Call (813) 433-3290

Must
East Tampa

a

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 •1·20 Words And 60$ For Each

Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

I Am A Real Investor

Honda, Toyota, Nissan

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing

Between 5 And 7 Houses
This Month

Utilities With Electric Included
$795.00/Monthly

Lexus, lnfiniti, Acura
Or Any Model

Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells

Offers Within 24 Hours

Call (813) 932-Q516

If You Still Owe
The Bank

Restores Lost N~ture
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00
Phone(813)5~9239

We Buy Junk Cars
And Trucks

Nails, Braids
Or Hair Salon

CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501

Elegant And Beautiful
Busch Boulevard Area

We Buy
Unwanted Vehicles

I Will Buy
Your Trade - Ins
Or Any Vehicle

With Or Without Title
Any Condition
Make Or Model
We Pay Up To $20,000.00
And Offer Free Towing

All Micros

$85.00

No Problem
Paying Up To $25,000

Body Plaits

$65.00

(813) 335-3794

Kinky Twists

$65.00

Box Plaits

Call Omar

MOVERS

II
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Micros

Or (813) 27Q-8299
Or (352) 807-0901
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Don't Rent Au-Haul
Call VIctory Moving
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NAIL SALON

II
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Miss Angel Nail Tech
Creative Designs
Licensed And Professional

$85.00

Bobs

$70.00

Sew-Ins

$75.00

· ~.1on~ 1 ::J o~:e·' s
•Lo:e P~ aO::J'1S1'(~

1 800

b~/

$40.00

Full Sew- In

$85.00

Basic Sew-In

$50.00

Now Offering Brazilian Fusion

w

Acrylics, Nail Art

f 16i loll I ree

ha¥e failed.

"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

Michelle Stylist

3-D, Freestyle
And More

::::)

m

Grand Opening
V.I.P. African Hair

..J

(813) 703-4713
Walk-Ins Welcome
Princess Parties & More
Monday - Saturday
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Micros, Kinky

u.

Senegalese Twist

..J

II

PLUMBING

II

(813) 248-1921

Crochet, Goddess Braids

Woodard's Plumbing

Affordable Prices
Free Hair And Drinks

We Specialize In

(813) 516-2105

II

SPIRITUALIST

II

And All Plumbing Needs
Call (813) 325-4643
Lict 022650

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

Spiritualist Healer Advisor
True Woman Of God
Can Help You On Love
Marriage, Business
Sister Maya
Can Remove
Bad Luck, Evil Spirits
(813) 379-1151
7512 N. Armenia Avenue

I Also Encourage You To Consult
With Your Attorney Before
Selling Me Your House Qr
Anyone Else.
We Value Our
Relationship
With
The
Community· And Appreciate The
Continued Support Over The
Years. I've Helped Hundreds Of
People Get Cash Fast For Their
House Since August, 2000. I'm
Here To Help You And Will Not
Let You Down.

Kenny Rushing, President
Rehabber's Superstore, Inc.
813 675 7040 Ext. 11

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Faucets Leaks
Drain Stoppage
Cabinets
Sink Installation

Some Investors Make False
Claims That They Have The
Money To Buy Your House But
Really Do Not.

Call Me For

#B

a:

Occupational License: That I
Am A Legitimate Business
Owner. Before You Sell Your
House To Some Scrupulous
Person Make Sure They Can
Offer
You
The
Same
Credentials.

A Free Consultation:

·Braiding Gallery
1006 E. Hillsborough Ave.

0

2. References: Phone Numbers
Of People I've Bought Houses
From Recently.

I

1-800-557-7767
-Call or~ 01'011 Now: Dr. Croe8 can he~ you. . all othn

(813) 3Q0-0404
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Kinky Twists

there is help for you. Loss of a
lowed one, bad-ltd, sickness,
job problems. You can be helped.
=II I: :ss 2311~:p :0_,~. t 0' _,•' ~ll :

1·, ttl
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$85.00

Quick Weave

i=
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Expressions Hair Studio

II

Before I Buy Your House I Can
Provide You With:

II

Call Dr. Cross 1-800-557-7767
If you are in 1he nidst of aaisis,

$115.00

Box Plaits

Or (813) 765-8299

::::)

SPIRITUALIST

II

Senegalese Twists
$100.00

(813) 531-2603
Or ·(813) 765-8299

I Pay Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

$45.00

Braids By Serlna
(813) 381-2105

Moving You Anywhere
Cheap

(813) 506-0946

1. Proof Of Funds: Proving I
Have The Cash To Buy Your
House.

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

II

Looking To Buy

$40.00- $55.00

Sew-In Weaves

(813) 516-0847

II WE BUY HOUSES II

~

~.B_o_uN_c_E&_Ho_u_~E-..1~ Gall Today
For·

1
, .. .

21 1

Monthly
Specials

813·248-1921
Advertising Dept
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ATTORNEY

'ATTORNEY
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P. L.

WHIDDEN LAW.
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PaymeatPiauAvdabe
_ "'-NO CHDITCHECK _
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402 East 7th Avenue~ Tampa, FL 33602
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NOTICED•••
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I Place Your Ad

In The Business
Directory

Out 8Gd O.btl

G.t Rid Of:
. 1. Judgments
2. Liens
3. Bills

4. Unsecui'H Debts

Contact

$500.00 A Up Filing F... A
nEE CONSULTAnoN

Call (813) 223-1200Tampa
(727) 209-0814 CIMrwater/St.

ATTORNEY

I

I

·ATTORNEY

I

LaVora 0
813-»1921
Fax To:

813-24f9218
Or Email:
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY
Bond Motions
Felony Misdemeanors
'li'affie Warrants VOP

. Personal Injury
3030 North Rotly Poiat 81-.d. Wed: Taapa, FL

(813) 774-1800
chttckgretn@hotmail.com.

~-<

Suhsrriht· Toda' ~

GEORGE E. SHAW
BONDS
....----BAIL
....
Hillsborough County
(813) 391-2493
Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
Lake

I

1

440-3720

FL 33853

·BEAUTY SALON .I

I

I .

HAIR BRAIDING

Creative
Braids
Prci¥ldfno
A "'2 Dey-

~

~C.ti~Cou,_
(state tertffied - Aorida)
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Get Started Today!!!!
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Start A Braiding Business. •..

Make Your ONn queer. ...
Make Great Money.... ,
And Build Your Future!!!!

~
c

813-541-8284
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www.creativebralda.com • emllil: crui:Jve.braldiGYmiiMI.ccMn
Classes Are Now 112 Pric. Thru The
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813-238-6197
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Any Area Or Condition
Behind On Payments, Bankruptcy,
Divorce, Distressed,Vacant
Any Situation!
Cash Offer In 24 Hours!

Call Now (813) 919-7587
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.FLSENTINEL.COM
www.facebook.com/flsentinel • www .twiHer .com/flsenti nelb .

